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INTRODUCTION

Most of the ~600 knownpulsars are single and located in the disk of our
Galaxy. There is circumstantial evidence that the pulsars in this majority are
created in supernova(SN) explosions, by the collapse of the cores of massive
stars (initial massMi >~ Met"~ 8 Mo).One is created roughly every 100 y in
the Galaxy.
Figure1 is a plot of the pulse period (P) versus the dipole field strength (B,
inferred from the observed P and/b, and assuminga vacuumdipole model) for
the 545 Galactic pulsars for whichsuch measurements
are available (cf Taylor et
al 1993). Like the color-magnitudediagramfor stars, this B-P diagramoffers
a convenientgraphic representation on whichto trace the evolution of pulsars.
Youngpulsars--those associated with supernova remnants (SNRs)--appear
be born with reasonably small periods, P ~< 0.1 s, and strong magneticfield
strengths, 1 <~ B12 ~< 10 where B = 1012B12G is the inferred dipole field
strength. Pulsars slow downas they age and thus moveto the right in this
diagramand cease emitting in the radio band as they approach the so-called
death line (Figure 1).
The scale height of pulsars is muchlarger than that of their progenitors, the
massivestars. Direct interferometric measurements
have established that young
591
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Figure1 Plot of pulse periodvs dipolefield strength, for Galacticand MagellanicCloudradio
pulsars. Dipolefield estimated by assumingenergyloss froma vacuummagneticdipole, B2 =
I039p] 5 (P in s, B in G). Smallpoints are single disk pulsars. Thosesurroundedby double
circles are in supernova
remnants.Binarypulsarslie at the left focusof ellipses withthe orbital
eccentricity, and semimajor
axis propo~ional
to log(Pb/0.01d). Theleft focus is markedwith
dot whenthe pulsar’s companion
is a whitedwarfor neutronstar, andby a 5-pointedstar whenit
is an optically detectedB-typestar. Thesolid lines showwherethe characteristicage vc = P/2P
has the indicatedvalues; the loweroneshowsan age equal to that of the Galaxy.Pulsarsborn
withshort periodandevolvingwithconstantdipolefield mustlie to the left of the line, andif
there wereno luminosityevolution,a majoritywouldlie close to the line. Thedashedline is the
standard Eddington"Rebirth" line (cf Ghosh&Lamb1992), specified by Equation(2.1).
shadedboundary
line is the "deathline" discussedin Section6.2. Notethe absenceof radio pulsars
to the right of the deathline. Thetwobinariesnearthe deathline, with× s at the right focus,are
not radio pulsars, but the twoaccreting X-raypulsars withknownorbital periodsandmagnetic
fields determinedfromX-raycyclotron harmonics,X0331+53
and X0115+634.
If their B-star
companions
hadlowerrates of massloss, these objects wouldnot havespundown,andwouldhave
beenradio pulsars. Thelocation of the rebirth anddeath lines dependsonthe assumed
magnetic
topology,andis also subjectto somephysicaluncertainty(see text).
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single pulsars have large spatial motionwith a median3-dimensionalvelocity
of ,~400 kms-l. The large velocity combinedwith the finite lifetime set by
the death line (Figure 1), offer a first-order explanationfor the scale height
pulsars. Considerablecircumstantial evidence indicates that pulsars acquire a
velocity kick of order ,,~100-600kms-~ at their birth (Section 4).
Pulsars with short spin periods and lowmagneticfield strengths form a distinct group (Figure 1 and Table 1). The high abundanceof binaries in this
group indicates that binarity has played an importantrole in its formation. It
is nowbeing appreciated that this group of pulsars has a steady state population approximatelyequal to that of active ordinary radio pulsars (Section 3).
The precision of their rotational clocks, and their close companions,allow
them to be used for manyremarkable experiments ranging from fundamental
physics (nuclear equationsof state, general relativity), to applied physics(Ramanscattering of high-powermicrowavesin plasma), to astrophysics (planet
formation, neutron star magnetospheresand winds, dynamical evolution of
globular clusters).
Recently,a large numberof pulsars with characteristics similar to the Galactic
millisecond and binary pulsars have beendiscoveredin globular clusters. Space
limitations prevent us from includinghere any discussion of these objects, their
formation mechanisms,and the remarkable inferences about globular cluster
dynamicsand evolution that they have madepossible. The reader is referred to
Phinney(1992, 1993), Manchester(1992), and Phinney &Kulkarni (1994)
a review.
Wetherefore concentrate on the Galactic millisecond and binary pulsars. Our
division of labor assigned Sections 2-5 to SRK,and Sections 6-11, tables, and
figures to ESP.Other useful reviewarticles include those by Srinivasan(1989),
Verbunt(1990), Bhattacharya &van den Heuvel(1991), and Lamb(1992),
those collected in Lewinet al (1994). Related recent AnnualReviewarticles
are by Verbunt(1993), Chanmugam
(1992), and Canal et al (1990). Useful
ference proceedings have been edited by ~gelman& van den Heuvel (1989)
and van den Heuvel &Rappaport (1992).

2.

BACKGROUND

AND

FRAMEWORK

The binary pulsars in Table 1 are broadly dividedinto twocategories: high mass
binary pulsars (HMBPs;
the upper two groups in the table) and low massbinary
pulsars (LMBPs;the lower four groups). The few isolated pulsars present
in Table 1 have been classified as follows: P < 30 ms, LMBPs;HMBPs,
otherwise. The rationale for this is explained below. Wenowsummarizeour
current understandingof the origin of these systems. The reader is referred to
Bhattacharya & van den Heuvel (1991), Verbunt (1993), and van den Heuvel
& Rappaport(1992) for more extensive reviews.
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tTable 1 Binary and millisecond pulsars in the Galaxy
Pulsar
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J0045-7319
1259-63
1820-11
1534+12
1913+16
2303+46

P
(ms)
926.3
47.8
279.8

Pt,
(d)
51
E
1237
358

ae

12.3
11.5
11.8

0.274
0.617
0.658

0.315
0.132
0.246

1.34
1.39
1.4

10.0
10.4
11.9

2 × 108
1 × 108
3 x 107

4
5
6

0.000021
-6
7 × 10

0.0241
0.071

(0.51) ° <8.9
(0.8) ° 10.1

> 8 × 109
5 x 109

7
8

0.0030
0.0013
0.0024
0.0107
0.0079
0.0056
0.0012
0.00177
0.0022
0.0012

°(0.23)
(0.17)
(0.21)
(0.37)
°(0.33)
°
0.26
°(0.17)
(0.19)
(0.21)
(0.17)

11.5
10.9
8.6
8.3
8.3
8.5
8.7
8.6
8,1
8,0

1 x 108
3 x 108
3 x 109
~°)
(1 x 10
(9 × 109)
5 × 109
(2 × 109)
6 × 109
(1 x 101°)
4 x 109

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
7
16
7

(0.14)
(0.07)
°
0.02

12.2
10.9
8.1

1 x 107
6 x 108
2 x 109

17
18
9
19

4,3M~

8.9
8.6
9.5
8.3

6.8
1.03

0820+02
J1803-2712
1953+29
J2019+2425
J1713+0747
1855+09
J0437-4715
J1045-4509
J2317+1439
J0034-0534

864.8 1232
0.0119
334
407
0.00051
6.1 117
0.00033
3.9
76.5
0.000111
4.6
67.8
0.000075
5.4
12.3
0.000022
5.8
5.7
0.000018
7.5
4.1
0.000019
3.4
2.46 <0.000002
1.9
1.6 <0.0001

0.26 <0.01
(0.15)
0.26 E <0.005
0.00071
1.8
<0.004
0.00012
0.38 E <4 × 10-5 5 × 10 6
67,98
single
single
single

Ref

~10
~10
(0.8)

16.0
195.7

6.2
1.6
59.8
4.8

e
P/(2/5)
(y)

2.169
1.53
0.068

J2145-0750
0655+64

1257+12
1937+21
J2235+1506
J2322+2057

dlog(B)
(G)

0.808
0.870
0.794

0.42
0,32
12.3

3.5
1004
520.9
1.6

c
M2
(Mo)

ts
3 x l0
3 x 105
3 x 106

37.9
59.0
1066.4

J0751+18
1718-19
1831-00
1957+20

b
f(M)
(Mo)

0.02,0.02

-16
5, 3 x 10

1
2
3

(8 × 108) 20
2 × 108 21
(6 × 109) 16
~°)
(1 × 10
12

aOrbital eccentricity.
bMassfunction f(Mpsr, M2)= (M:~ sin i)3(M2 + -2.
CMassof pulsar’s cmnpanion(when in parentheses, tabulated value of M2is estimated from
f(M), assuming a pulsar mass of 1.4 M(~and inclination i = 60°, the median for randomly
oriented binaries).
’lThe value of B givenis the dipole surface field, calculated as if the pulsar werean orthogonal
vacuumrotator. Higher multipoles could be muchstronger.
eCharacteristic age enclosed in 0 when[alp is dominatedby V~c/(cD)centrifugal acceleration
contribution (see Equation8.1).
EPulsar eclipsed whenbehind companion(or its wind).
OOptical radiation from the white dwarf companionis observed; its temperature combinedwith
the theory of white dwarf cooling roughly confirm the age estimated from P/(2t:’) (except for
1957+20’scompanion,whichis heated by the pulsar’s relativistic wind).
References: 1. Kaspi et al 1994a, 2. Johnston et al 1994, 3. Lyne&McKenna1989, 4.
Wolszczan1991, 5. Damour&Taylor 1991, 6. Thorsett et al 1993b, 7. Bailes et al 1994,
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HMBPs

HMBPsare believed to originate from massive binary systems, in which the
primary first forms a neutron star. As the secondary evolves, its stellar wind or
Rochelobe overflow feeds matter to the neutron star. The strong magnetic field
of the young neutron star funnels the accreted matter to the polar cap, which
gives rise to pulsed X-ray emission. This phase is identified with MassiveX-ray
Binaries (MXRBs).If the mass of the secondary is above M~, it will explode
a supernova. This will generally unbind the system, but a few combinations of
recoil velocities and masses can leave two neutron stars bound in an eccentric
orbit. Lower-masssecondaries evolve to a white dwarf in a circular orbit around
a spun-up pulsar.
Matter that flows to the neutron star settles into an accretion disk, owing to
its angular momentum.The accretion disk is terminated at the Alfvdn radius-the radius at which the inward accretion ram pressure is balanced by magnetic
pressure B2/8~r. The neutron star gets spun up until its rotation rate equals
that of the Keplerian rotation rate at the inner edge of the accretion disk. This

Table I (continued)
8. Jones&Lyne1988,9. Taylor&Dewey
1988,10. Tayloret al 1993,11. Rawley
et al 1988,12.
Niceet al 1993,13. Fosteret al 1993,14. Kaspiet al 1994,15. Johnstonet al 1992,16. Camilo
et al 1993, 17. Lundgren1994,18. Lyneet al 1993, 19. Ryba&Taylor1991, 20. Wolszczan
&
Frail 1992,21. Thorsett&Phillips 1992.
"~Thehorizontallines dividethe pulsarsinto six groups,depending
ontheir probableevolutionary
history. Thefirst groupof pulsars are antediluvianin the sense definedby Phinney&Verbunt
(1991):Theneutronstars haveprobablynot yet accretedfromtheir companions,
andthe orbits are.
eccentric. PSRs1259-63andJ0045-7319(iu the SmallMagellanicCloud)havevisible B stars
as companions;1820-1l’s companion
maybe lower main-sequence
(Phinney&Verbunt1991).
Theremainingpulsars are postdiluvian.For the secondgroup, limits on the massesand sizes
of the companions
suggestthat the companions
are neutronstars. Theshort orbital periodsand
higheccentricities suggestthat the pulsar andcompanion
spiraled togetherin a common
envelope,
after whicha secondsupernova
createdthe secondneutronstar. Bothstars wereinitially massive
>8 M~.Pulsars in the third grouphave high-masswhite dwarfcompanions,whichmust have
formedin a massivered giant muchlarger than the current orbit, whichimpliesthat the neutron
star spiraledinto, andejectedthe giant’s envelopeduringunstablemasstransfer, Theremnantcore
wasnot massiveenoughto create a neutronstar (as in the secondgroupof pulsars), so a massive
whitedwarfwasleft. TheJburthgrouphas low-masswhitedwarfcompanions
in circular orbits,
whichcouldhaveformedin stable accretionfromlow-masscompanion
stars filling their Roche
lobes. Theresidual massesandeccentricitiesare discussedin Section10. Thefifihgroupconsists
of systemswithcompanions
less massivethan the core mass(~0.16M~)
of the least massivestar
haveevolvedoffthe mainsequencein the age of the universe.Theirmasstransfer musthavebeen
drivenby something
other than nuclearevolutionof the companion,
e.g. gravitationalradiation,
or loss of angularmomentum
in a magneticwind.PSR1718- 19 is located2.3/ (about1/4 of the
tidal radius) fromthe corecollapsedglobularcluster NGC
6342,andmightbe a cluster pulsar, not
a Galacticpulsar. In the sixth group,1257+
12 seemsto havea planetarysystem;the other pulsars
are single. Thesepulsars seemto havedestroyedthe stellar companions
that providedthe angular
momentum
to spin themup.
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gives rise to the rebirth or "spin-up" line (Figure 1; see Ghosh&Lamb1992
for subtleties):
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1.3(10~2G)6/7(~--~dd)

3/7

S,

(2.1)

where/~/is the accretion rate and h~/nao "~ 2 x 10-8Moy-! is the Eddington
accretion rate. The pulse periods of X-ray pulsars range from HI s to 103 s
(White et al 1994). Detection of cyclotron line features in several of these
sources directly confirm the existence of high magneticfield strengths, 0.5 x
10~ ~ B ~ 5 x 10~ G (see Figure 1).

2.2

LMBPs

There is considerable similarity between LMBPs
and cataclysmic variables
(CVs). Both contain a degenerate object whose progenitor at one time occupied a large volume, yet many CVsand LMBPshave orbital separations
that are less than a fraction of the radius of the progenitor giant star. As
with CVs, we believe that LMBPsunderwent a commonenvelope (CE) phase
during which the secondary was engulfed by the bloated primary and the
twostars quickly spiraled closer, ejecting the primary’senvelopein the process.
A stellar system forming an LMBP
must overcometwo obstacles that are not
faced by systems formingCVs.First, the formation of a neutron star is accompanied by copious mass loss, potentially from >~Mcrdownto Mn~ 1.4 M(~,
the measuredmassof neutron stars. Thusthe system can be expected to unbind
if the mass lost suddenly exceeds half the total pre-SNmass of the system.
Second,natal velocity kicks (Section 4.2) add a further tendencyto disrupt the
binary. The magnetic field strengths and spin periods of the neutron stars in
LMBPs
are anomalously low compared to ordinary pulsars and HMBPs.Some
mechanismis needed to reduce the magnetic field strength. Three scenarios
which have been suggested (see Webbink1992) are summarizedbelow.
2.2.1 THERECYCLED
PULSAR
MODEL
In this model (see Verbunt 1993, Bailes
1989), the progenitors of LMBPs
are binaries with a primary mass (M1)above
Mcr and a secondary mass below Met, M2~< 1 M(~. The primary evolves and
expands; unstable masstransfer then leads to spiral-in of the secondary. A
compactbinary is thus formed, consisting of the secondary and the evolved
He core of the primary which eventually explodes and leaves behind a neutron
star. In somecases, a secondspiral-in mayoccur during the late stages of the
secondary’s evolution, thus producing even tighter binaries. Duringthe evolution of the secondary, massis transferred fromthe secondaryto the primary
(a neutron star), whichis spun up to millisecond periods. Masstransfer from
the companionmaybe driven either by nuclear evolution (for orbital period,
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Pb >~1 d) or gravitational radiation aided by magneticbraking (for Pb ~< 1 d).
This transfer phase circularizes the orbit, and is identified with the LowMass
z in the Galaxy. Unlike the
X-ray Binaries (LMXBs),of which there are ~<10
MXRBs,LMXBs
do not exhibit pulsed X-ray emission. This suggests that
their neutron stars are weaklymagnetized, and makesthemplausible progenitors of the millisecond pulsars [cf Equation(2.1) and the "rebirth line"
Figure 1].
This scenario can explain the Population I origin of two compactX-ray
pulsars with very low mass companions: 1E 2259 + 586 and 4U 1626 - 67.
In particular, the modelgives a satisfactory explanation for the location of 1E
2259÷ 586 in an SNRlocated in a star formingregion (Iwasawaet al 1992).
binaries, the primary star could have lost its H envelopeto the companion;we
are then left with a He core of muchsmaller mass. The minimum
massof a He
core that will still undergocollapse is still controversial but is expectedto be
in the range 2.2-4 M(~(Habets 1985, Bhattacharya & van den Heuvel1991),
precariously close to our limit. The SNmassloss is symmetricin the frame
of the explodingstar but not in the center-of-mass frame. Thusassumingthat
the system survives the SNexplosion, the binary system acquires a systemic
speedthat is a sizable fraction of the orbital speed. As pointed out by Bailes
(1989), suitably directed natal kicks can actually stabilize the systemevenif
the massloss exceeds half the total initial mass. A consequenceis that this
modelpredicts significant velocities for both LMXBs
and LMBPs.This effect
mayhave already been observed (Section 4.4).
There are two potential problemswith the recycling model. 1. Onemust assumethat magneticfields do not decayunless there is accretion (see Section 5).
This hypothesis remains to be proven. 2. The expected millisecond pulsations
from LMXBs
have not been detected. Statistical studies of the birthrates of
LMXBs
and LMBPssuggest a possible discrepancy (Section 3), which suggests that the observed LMXBs
are not the only progenitors of LMBPs.
2.2.2 TRIPLE
STAR
EVOLUTION
In spirit, triple star evolution is similar to the
recycledmodelexceptit doesnot appealto velocity kicks to stabilize the system.
Instead, a massivecompactbinary with a distant low masstertiary is invoked
(Eggleton & Verbunt1986). Followingthe first SNand the evolution of the
secondary,the neutron star spirals into the evolved secondaryand sinks to the
center. Thebinary is transformedinto a red supergiantwith a neutronstar at the
core--a Thorne-~;ytkow object (Thorne & Zytkow1977, Biehle 1994). The
tertiary then undergoes a commonenvelope evolution to form an LMXB.
From
this point on, the evolutionarypath is similar to the recycled model.
2.2.3 ACCRETION
INDUCED
COLLAPSE
(AIC) In the accretion induced collapse
model, one assumesthat the progenitor is an accreting white dwarf whichis
transmuted to a neutron star once its mass exceeds the Chandrashekarlimit
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(see Canal et al 1990). There are a numberof variants: neutron stars may
be assumedto be born with or without natal kicks, and with or without low
magneticfield strengths. Oneadvantageof AICwithout natal kicks is that very
little massis lost during the SNe(essentially the binding energyof the neutron
star, ’-~0.2 M(~). Thusall such systems survive the SNe.By the sametoken,
we do not expect to see substantial systemic motion. However,the velocity
data (Section 4) indicate that LMBPs
have substantial motions, suggesting
that neutron stars in LMBPs
suffer velocity kicks for one reason or the other,
removingthe survival advantage of AIC. This leaves us two variants: The
neutron star is born as a millisecond pulsar (Michel 1987) or as an ordinary
high field pulsar. The latter modelsuffers from the sametwo problemsas the
recycled modeland hence we ignore it.
The physics of the AICmechanismis not well understood. Does the white
dwarf explode (a popular modelfor Type Ia SNe), or implode to form a millisecond pulsar? Assumingimplosion, whyare the initial B and P values so
muchsmaller than those of neutron stars formedvia Type II SNe?Underwhat
conditions does a white dwarfaccrete matter as opposedto ejecting it via thermonuclearflashes as appears to be the case with CVs?In view of these rather
fundamentaluncertainties, our prejudice is to adopt as the standard modelthe
recycling model, whosephysics is relatively better understood. Throughoutthe
article we comparethe observations with the standard model. Only whenthe
standard modelfails should a search for an alternative be seriously considered.
3.

SEARCHES

AND DEMOGRAPHY

The demography--distribution and birthrates--of millisecond pulsars offers
a valuable clue to their origin. In particular, comparisonof the birthrates of
LMBPs
and LMXBs
is a particularly important exercise (Kulkarni &Narayan
1988). A numberof searches are currently in progress and the essential results
are summarizedbelow.
3.1

Pulsar Searches

Pulsar searches are usually conductedat meter wavelengthssince pulsars are
steep-spectrum objects. Millisecond pulsars appear to have especially steep
spectral indices: ¢z >~’2 (Foster et al 1991), wherethe flux at frequencyu, Sv
v-~. The conceptual basis of a pulsar search is quite simple. A spectrumwith
n channels spread over bandwidthB is recorded every At. The pulsar signal,
owingto dispersive transmissionthroughthe interstellar medium,
arrives earlier
at the higher frequency channels comparedto the lower frequency channels.
The first step is to undothis dispersion. If the amountof dispersion is not
known,as is the case in pulsar searches, one tries a variety of such shifts. Next,
a search for a pulsedtrain is carried out in each of the dedispersedtime series.
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This is most easily implementedby a Fourier transform followed by a search
for a pattern of evenly spaced peaks (the fundamentaland harmonics).
Followingthe discovery of the first millisecond pulsar 1937-t- 21 (Backer
et al 1982), a numberof searches were launched at Arecibo, Jodrell Bank,
and Parkes. The search for millisecond pulsars requires enormouscomputing
-2 where Pmin
capacity since the memoryand CPUrequirements are (x P~n,
is the minimum
period to which the search is sensitive. For the succeeding
eight years, searches proceededrather slowly, primarily limited by both the
recording and computingcapacity. Most of these searches, motivated by the
low latitude of the first millisecond pulsar 1937+ 21, were directed towards
the Galactic plane.
The association of LMXBs
with LMBPsmeant that LMBPsshould also be
foundawayfromthe plane. This rationale led to a fewsearches at intermediate
Galactic latitudes. However,it was the successful detection of a millisecond
pulsar at high latitude by Wolszczan(1991) that demonstratedthe importance
of all-sky searches. At about the same time, two technological revolutions
madeit feasible to conduct large searches: the introduction of inexpensive
recording media(8-mmExabytetapes), and the vast and relatively inexpensive
computing power of workstations and supercomputers. The fully completed
Parkes search (Bailes et al 1994;see Section 3.2) will have recordeda total
nearly a terabyte of data and used 20 Sparc-II-years or 2 × 1015flop to fully
reduce the data!
Each pulsar search is limited to pulsars with P > 2At (from sampling
theoremconsiderations). Moreimportantly, the dispersion of the pulsar signal
in the interstellar plasmacausessmearingof the pulse signal in the time domain
across the finite width Bin of the n frequencychannels. This greatly reduces
the sensitivity to pulsars with P ,5, < 2AtD,where
Bin
DM
zXtD-= 0.5 (25--~--~z)(20cm-3oc)

u
(~)

ms.

(3.1)

Here DMis the dispersion measure,the integrated electron density along the
line of sight to the pulsar. Full sensitivity is obtained for pulsars with P ~
10max(At, Ato). Searches for HMBPs
are not particularly taxing. Since
these are relatively slow pulsars, the sky has been better searched for them.
There is tremendousinterest in obtaining the deathrate of double-neutronstar
systems like 1913+16 whichcoalesce in the Hubbletime. However,the rapidly
changing(Doppler-shifted) apparent periods of pulsars in such close binaries
meansthat simple Fourier transformssmearthe signal over a range of frequency
bins, and lose sensitivity. Morecomputationallyintensive acceleration searches
are neededto discover close neutron star binaries (Johnston &Kulkarni 1991;
see Anderson1992 for an implementationand the discovery of PSR2127+ 1 IC
in this way). The gravitational wavesgenerated just before coalescence of
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these systems are the dominantknownsource that defines sensitivity goals for
on-going gravitational waveobservatory efforts (Abramoviciet al 1992).
addition, coalescing .binary neutron stars are a leading candidate for models
of gamma-raybursts at cosmological distances (Narayan, Paczyfiski &Piran
1992). From the survey volumesthat led to the detection of 1913 + 16 and
1534+ 12, a Galactic coalescencerate of 10-6 y-1 to 10-7 y-1 and a Galactic
population >~3 × 104, comparableto the LMBP
population, have been estimated
(Narayan, Piran & Shemi 1991; Phinney 1991).
3.2

Summary of Searches

for

LMBPs

Three large searches are nowin progress: at Parkes Observatory(all sky, $
0°), at Arecibo(a variety of searches by several groups), and a.t Jodrell Bank
(8 > 35°). All these searches are being conducted at a frequency around
430 MHz.
The Arecibo surveys were done with either an n = 128, B = 10 MHz
system or one with n = 32, B = 8 MHz.One sequence of surveys discovered
three LMBPs
and one I-IIVIBP in 800 square degrees of high latitude sky (R.
S. Foster and A. Wolszczan, personal communication). Another sequence of
surveys carried out by Princeton astronomers discovered three new LMBPs
over 235 square degrees of Galactic plane (Fruchter 1989, Nice et al 1993)
and three LMBPs
and one HMBP
over 464 square degrees of high latitude sky
(F. Camilo, D. Nice, J. Taylor, personal communication). After accounting
for lack of detections in other Arecibosearches, we concludethat the Arecibo
high latitude success rate is one LMBP
per 200 square degrees. Becauseof the
small numbern of frequency channels, these searches were sensitive only to
millisecond pulsars with small dispersion measure,i.e. nearby pulsars.
The Parkes survey was done with an n = 256, B = 32 MHzsystem. Nine
millisecond pulsars havebeen discoveredin the 104 square degree area searched
so far 0Vl. Bailes, A. G. Lyne&R. N. Manchester, personal communication).
The survey uncovered the nearest millisecond pulsar, J0437- 4715(Johnston
et al 1993), located a mere 150 pc from Earth. As with the Arecibo sample,
most of these pulsars also appear to be nearby ones.
3.3

Population and Birthrates

Because of their small n, the Arecibo searches are approximately volumelimited. Theyare sensitive to pulsars within a distance ~<1 kpc, comparableto
the scale height of LMBPs
(Section 4). This, and their high sensitivity, makethe
Arecibosurveys an ideal tool to estimate the local surface density of LMBPs.
If we then assumethat LMBPs
are distributed like other stars, with a surface
density n(R) ~x exp(--R/Rd) kpc-2 (where R is the Galactocentric radius and
Rd----- 3.6 kpc is the exponentialscale length of the Galactic disk), and take
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the solar Galactocentric distance to be R0 = 8.5 kpc, we can extrapolate the
inferred local surface density to obtain the total numberof LMBPs
in the Galaxy,
NLUBp
= 5 × lO4/fX. Here, f is the beamingfraction for millisecond pulsars,
usually assumedto be close to unity, and X > 1 is a factor to accountfor faint
pulsars that could have been missed by the Arecibo survey. Lorimer (1994)
obtains a similar numberfor NLMBp(L
> 2.5 mJy kpc2) "~ 5 × 104; here, L
is the luminosity at 400 MHzdefined as the product of the 400 MHzflux (Jy
or mJy) and the square of the distance (kpc2). This estimate was obtained
laying downpulsars according to a modelGalactic distribution; calculating,
considering the parametersof all the surveys, the probability Pi (roughly the
ratio of the detection volumeVi, maxto the Galaxy’svolume)that a pulsar of
luminosity and period equal to that of a detected pulsar i wouldhave been
detected in one of the surveys; and estimating the total Galactic luminosity
function as ~,i(Pi)-l ~(L - Li).
In our crude estimate, we assume a meanage of to/2, where rt~ "~ 10~°y
is the age of the disk. Thus the LMBP
birthrate in the Galaxyis BLr~BP=
10-Sy-1. Lorimer(1994) obtains a similar birthrate using the precise estimator
~i(2tpPi) -1, where tv ’~ rc is the true age of each pulsar. This should be
compared to the birthrate ofLMXBs,BLMXB
= NLMXB/rX
where NL~XB
,%< 102
is the numberof LMXBs
in the Galaxy(van Paradijs 1994). Equality of these
tworates is a fundamentalexpectation of the recycling modeland wouldrequire
Zx ~ 107y. This is a constraint on the progenitor systems and it needs to be
demonstratedthat a sufficient numberof progenitors with suitable masstransfer
histories exist.
Anindependentconstraint can be obtained by noting that the massthat must
be accreted to spin up a neutronstar to period Pi is
-4/3
~
Pi ~
AM= f 0.08 \~m~ms,/
145M<9’

(3.2)

wheref ~>1 is a factor that dependson the details of the accretion; f ~ 1 if the
star has a constant magneticmoment
lowenoughthat accretion just spins the star
to its equilibrium period [Ghosh&Lamb(1992) favor f ~ 3 ]. Further accretion
(f >> 1) will not changePi unless the magneticmoment
decays (as in Shibazaki
et al 1989). The disk LMXt~s
(we exclude the bulge population since they are
not relevant to the local population) have X-ray luminosities L~ ranging from
O. 1 Ledato 0.01 LEna(Verbuntet al 1984, Naylor&Podsiadlowski1993), with
(dN)/(d In Lx) "~ L~ with a ~ 0 to -0.5. Combiningthese luminosities with
accretion efficiencies (Table 3) and Equation(3.2), implies that the observed
X-ray sources would require Zx ranging from >7 × I07(p~/2 ms)-4/3 y to
>7 × 108(Pi/2 ms)-4/3 y to producepulsars with initial period P~.
The birthrate of LMXBs
must be estimated from stellar and binary evolution
models. Wide-orbital period (~>1 d) systems such as CygX-2 evolve by nuclear
evolution of the secondary, whereasaccretion in systems with short orbital
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periods is believed to be driven by angular momentum
losses (magneticstellar
windsand gravitational radiation; Verbunt1993). As discussed in Section 10.3,
the inferred LMBP
and LMXB
birthrates are in rough agreement for systems of
long orbital periods, but the single short-orbital period LMBPs
have a birthrate
~>10larger than the LMXBs
believed to be appropriate progenitors. To bring
the rates into agreementwouldrequire rx "~ 107 y.
Our model-independentestimates of rx for observed X-ray sources exceed
107 y by a factor between7 and 70 × (Pi/2ms)-4/3. This highlights the importance of determiningthe typical intial period of millisecondpulsars. Camiloet al
(1994) have argued that somemillisecond pulsars are born with periods not very
different from their observedperiods, P ’~ 4 ms. This is certainly the case for
somepulsars (e.g. PSRJ2145-0750;Bailes et al 1994). Anindependentreason
to suspect that Pi is not small (<< 2 ms)is that to spin many0fthe observedpulsars up to < 1 ms wouldin most modelsrequire ~/~ /~/Edd [see Equation(2.1)]
which,as discussed above: does not agree with the observedluminosityfunction
of the LMXBs.
Smaller Mresults in a larger equilibrium period.
Weconclude that the LMBP
birthrate is a factor of >~10higher than the
(model-dependent)inferred birthrate of observed LMXBs.
The birthrates
LMBPs
with long orbital period systems agree fairly well with those inferred
from well-established modelsof the X-ray binaries. As discussed in Section
10.3, the discrepancyin the total birthrate arises from "black-widow"pulsars
and those in systemsof short orbital period, for whichmodelsof the accretion
phase are most controversial. It appears, as in the globular cluster system
(Phinney&Kulkarni1994), that the majority of these ill-understood LMBPs
are
producedin very short-lived events (not represented amongobserved LMXBs)
of high M, or that the masstransfer produceslittle hard X-ray emission. In the
former case, the high Mwouldremovethe difficulty (see above) in producing
LMBPswith Pi ~ 2 ms.
4.
4.1

VELOCITY

AND KINEMATICS

Observations

The origin of pulsar velocities is a topic of muchinterest (see Radhakrishnan 1992, Bailes 1989). The ordinary pulsars, as a group, showlarge spatial
motions, as has been demonstrated via interferometric proper motion observations (Lyne et al 1982), Another technique, less reliable but which can
be applied to faint pulsars, is observation of interstellar scintillations (ISS)
(Cordes 1986). Motion of the pulsar with respect to the intervening screen
of interstellar plasmaresults in temporal changes of the speckle pattern as
viewedon Earth. Recognizingthat the scale height of the scattering screen
is smaller than that of the interstellar electron layer, by almost an order of
magnitude, Harrison & Lyne (1993) present a new calibration curve to con-
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vert timescales of changesto transverse speed and concludethat with due care,
the ISS velocities are probably accurate to a factor of two. Proper motion
measurementsare also obtainable from timing observations for a few, mainly
millisecond, pulsars.
There nowexist almost 100 determinations and significant upper limits for
pulsar proper motions (Harrison et al 1993). The mean transverse speed
is 217 kms-I using the DM-distanceconversion of Lyne et al (1985), and
310 kms -1 using the DM-distance conversion of Taylor & Cordes (1993).
Both these meanspeeds include old pulsars which wouldhave left the Galaxy
if they had been born with high velocities. The meantransverse velocity of
pulsars youngenoughnot to suffer such velocity selection is (using the Taylor &Cordes scale) an astonishing 360 :t: 70 kms 1 (Lyne&Lorimer 1994),
giving a meanspace velocity of 460 :k 90 kms-t . These velocities are much
larger than the birth velocities of massivestars, the progenitorsof pulsars. Thus
pulsars acquire such large velocities at or after their birth. Thedistribution of
velocities, however,has not been well determined.
4.2

Natal Velocity

Kicks

Pulsars born in binary systems can acquire velocity, immediatelyfollowing
the SNexplosion. In the simplest, unavoidable model, the SNmass loss is
symmetricin the frame of the exploding star. The resulting asymmetryin the
frame of the center of massof the binary systemmeansthat the binary center
of massmust recoil. If morethan half the total massis lost, then the binary
systemis unboundand the neutron star will escape with a velocity of order its
orbital velocity in the pre-supernova binary. However,this mechanismalone
is insufficient to explain the observedvelocity spectrum--inparticular, pulsars
with speeds approaching103 kms-1 e.g. PSR2224÷ 65 (Harrison et al 1993,
Cordes et al 1993). Several SNRshave been claimed to be associated with
even faster movingpulsars (see Caraveo 1993). In addition, Cir X-l, a 16day orbital period MXRB
has a systemic velocity of ~200 kms -1 (Duncan
et al 1993). All of these results indicate that pulsars mustacquire additional
velocities (in the frameof the explodingstar) at, or shortly after birth by some
other mechanism.
Suchvelocity kicks have also been invokedto explain the paucity of binary
pulsars. Mostmassivestars are thought to arise in binaries, yet most pulsars
are single. Velocity kicks can disrupt the binary system during the second
explosion in the system, releasing an old neutron star and a newpulsar (Radhakrishnan & Srinivasan 1982, Backus et al 1982, Bailes 1989). Dewey
Cordes(1987) simulated the binary population and found that velocity kicks
"-d00 to 200 kms-~ were sufficient to explain the observedbinary and single
pulsar population(thoughit is unclear if such low velocities wouldfit the new
data discussed above).
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The observedvelocities require that kicks sometimesexceed103 kms-~. It
is intriguing to note that large kicks appearto be associated with pulsars in or
close to SNRs(Caraveo 1993). As manyas a third of pulsars maybe born with
such high speeds. This is an astonishing conclusion because we do not find
a large numberof middle-aged(’-~106y) fast movingpulsars. A related and
moreunderstandable observation is that the velocity spectrumof pulsars with
re < 107y is peakedat 300kms-l, a factor of 3 larger than that of older pulsars
(Cordes 1986, Harrison et al 1993). This is usually explained as a selection
effect by whichsuch pulsars drift awayfrom the Galactic plane in 107y. It is
interesting that the proper motionof PSR2224 + 65 (re "" 106 y), the pulsar
with the highest measuredvelocity, is along the Galactic plane--a confirmation
of the aboveselection effect. The on-goingall-sky and high latitude searches
can significantly constrain the birthrate of fast movingpulsars.
4.3

Kinematics

of LMBPs

In the recycling model, we expect LMBPs
to have large systemic motions
(Section 2.2.1), whetheror not pulsars receive natal kicks. Thesystemic speed
should be larger for systemsof shorter orbital period (Bailes 1989).
Despite the fact that the current sampleis heterogeneous, two simple conclusions can be drawn:1. The scale height of LMBPs
is at least about 0.6 kpc,
and 2. the mediantransverse speed is 75 kms-1, significantly smaller than
that of the single pulsars. (In arriving at this latter inference wehaveused the
measuredproper motion, if available; otherwise, we derived the minimumzvelocity neededto attain their present z-height abovethe Galactic plane.) These
results are in accord with the modeldiscussed above. Velocity kicks between
100 and 200 kms-1 are sufficient to explain these trends. Witha muchlarger.
data set, it should be possible to see a trend of larger systemic motionswith
smaller orbital periods. Conversely, long orbital period LMBPs
should have
smaller scale height than the short-period systems(Bailes et al 1994).
Johnston (1992), using the radial velocity data from optical observations
LMXBs,
has carried out a similar exercise for LMXBs
and arrives at a similar
conclusion. Based on a kinematic analysis, Cowleyet al (1988) argue that
LMXBs
have a tangential motion with respect to the Sun of U ~ -68 4- 46 krn
s-1, and that therefore they are kinematically intermediate betweenPopulation
I and II objects. Given the large errors, one could also conclude that U = 0
kms-1 i.e. LMXBs
are PopulationI objects, albeit with large randomvelocity.
Naylor &Podsiadlowski(1993) also argue for a Population I origin based
the observedspatial distribution.
5.

MAGNETIC

FIELD

EVOLUTION

The magnetic field strength is the key parameter governing the evolution of
neutron stars. Highfield strength is necessary for radio and X-ray pulsar ac-
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tivity. Lowfield strength is invoked to explain the absence of pulsations
in LMXBs.The real mystery about millisecond pulsars is not the origin
of their spin periods, but the origin of their distinctly lower magneticfield
strengths. Unfortunately, we have no comprehensivetheoretical modelfor either the origin or the evolution of magneticfields in neutron stars. In view
of this, our focus is primarily phenomenological. For reviews from a theoretical point of view, see Chanmugam
(1992) and Bhattacharya & Srinivasari (1994).
5.1

Early Ideas

The earliest statistical study of pulsars (Ostriker &Gunn1969)suggested that
pulsars are born with large field strengths, Bi "~ 1012 G, and that the field
decays exponentially with a characteristic timescale, rB ’~ 4 x 106y. Mostbut
not all subsequentstatistical studies appearedto essentially confirmthis picture
(e.g. Narayan& Ostriker 1990). A model-independent"proof"that was quoted
in defense of field decay emergedfrom observations of pulsar proper motions
(Lyneet al 1982). Comparisonof the characteristic age rc with the kinematic
age rz = Izl/vz, wherez is the vertical distance fromthe Galactic plane and Vz
is the vertical speed, showedthat re is systematicallylarger than rz, especially
for large re. Assumingan exponential field decay, B(t) = Bi exp(-t/rB),
one obtains
tp=

In

1+--

1-

(5.1)

whereP is the current p~riod, tp the true age of the pulsar, and Pi the initial
period. These timescales need to be comparedto the typical time taken by a
pulsar, assumedto be born in the Galactic plane, to reach the highest Izl, the
"turning point." For vz between 100 kms-1 and 200 kms-1, this is ~50My
in the solar neighborhood. Since we believe that most pulsars are born in
the Galactic plane and are rarely still luminouswhenthey return to the plane,
t z ~ tp. Interpreting the observations in light of Equation4, Lyneet al (1982)
inferred t~ ~ 10 My.This effect persists in the newerand larger proper motion
data (Harrison et al 1993) with t~ ~ 10 My.
5.2

Residual

Fields

Aparticularly powerfulconstraint on the secular evolutionof the field strength
can be obtained by optical observations of binary pulsars containing a white
dwarf system. Since the white dwarf is born after the neutron star (Section
10.1), it is clear that the age of the white dwarf rwd, as deducedfrom comparison of the white dwarf luminosity with cooling models, must be a lower
limit to t 0. White-d~varfs have been detected in 0655+64(Kulkarni 1986),
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0820+02(Kulkarni 1986, Koester et al 1992), and in the nearby millisecond
pulsar J0437-4715(Bailyn 1993, Bell et al 1993, Danziger et al 1993). Deep
searches toward several millisecond pulsars, notably 1855+09(Callanan et al
1989, Kulkarni et al 1991), have not detected the candidate companion;the
white dwarf companionis presumedto be too cool to be seen by ~nodern optical detectors. In all these cases, observationsare consistent with rwd"~ re.
In the context of the ideas discussed in the previous section, Kulkarni (1986)
proposedthat magneticfields stop decayingoncethey reach a "residual" value.
The strength of this field appears to be in the range 3 × 108 G (PSR1855+09)
to 3 x 1011 G (PSR 0820 + 02).
Theconceptof a residual field has also arisen fromother lines of reasoning,
albeit more modeldependent. Exponential decay of the field wouldresult in
radio lifetimes comparableto rB. The LMBP
birthrate would then tar exceed
the birthrate of LMXBs
(Bhattacharya & Srinivasan 1986, van den Heuvelet
al 1986). Froma stellar evolutionary point of view, Verbuntet al (1990) have
argued that the LMXB
4U 1626-67 and Her X-1 (located at z = 3 kpc) are
>~108y old; yet both are X-raypulsars and havestrong magneticfield strengths.
It therefore appearsthat the residual field strength encompasses
the entire range
of pulsar magnetic field strengths: 108Gto ~>1012G.The simplest conclusion
(ignoring the proper motiondata), is that magneticfields do not decay at any
field strength.

5.3

No Field

Decay?

Therealization that fields maynot decay has promptedreanalyses of the pulsar
population. MonteCarlo comparisonof the data with simulated pulsar populations, subjected to a detection process with appropriate selection effects, have
led to confusing results. Narayan&Ostriker (1990) find evidence for field
decay; Bhattacharyaet al (1992) and Wakatsukiet al (1992) find evidence
little if any field decay (rB > 10By).It is disturbing that these three analyses
use essentially the samedata but arrive at divergent conclusions. This simply
mayillustrate the dangersof trying to determinea ~7 dimensionaldistribution
function (in P, P, $400, DM,b, lzb, Ize) from only a few hundredpoints. Perhaps the greatest systematic uncertainties in such studies are the treatment of
selection effects and kinematics, and the unknown
luminosity evolution law, an
issue that bedevils such parametric pulsar population studies--see especially
the last two paragraphsin Narayan&Ostriker (1990), the introduction in the,
Lorimer et al (1993) paper, and Michel (1991). Bhattacharya & Srinivasan
(1994) in their review article refer to unpublishedworkwhichattempts to circumventthe parametric approachestaken in the abovestudies by analyzing the
pulsar birth current as a function of P and B. Theyconcludethat there is little
needfor field decay.
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Despite the abovediscussion, there are still twoobservationsthat are hard to
square with the assumptionof no field decay: 1. the proper motiondata (r z vs
tc) discussed above, and 2. the origin of pulsars with field strengths between
10la and 10~2G,a group whichwe will henceforth refer to as the intermediate
strength pulsars (see Figure 1). Bailes (1989) addressedthese twoissues, first
arguing that the proper motion data were noisy and consistent with no field
decay. However,in our opinion, the effect discussed above persists in the
latest proper motion data (Harrison et al 1993) whichhas four times as many
measurements
as the Lyneet al (1982) sample. Next, even for rB ----- ~x~,
is an overestimate of tp if P ",~ Pi [see Equation(2.1)]. ThusBailes argues,
in the context of the recycling model, that the intermediate strength pulsars
are the first-born pulsars, mildly spunup prior to the disruption of the system
at the time of the second supernova. If so, then re could be significantly
overestimated,especially for those pulsars close to the rebirth line. Inspection
of the five pulsars with largest ro in Figure 7 of Harrison et al (1993) shows
that these pulsars have, for their observedperiod, an inferred magneticfield
strength within a factor of twoof the equilibriumvalue. Giventhe uncertainties
in the constants in Equation(2.1), we concludethat most of these could well
be recently recycled pulsars.

5.4

Tests for Field Constancy

The least model-dependentconstraints on rs can be obtained by determining
the fraction of pulsars returning to the Galacticplane and the fraction of pulsars
abovethe interstellar electron layer, whosehalf thickness is estimated to be
he ~< 1 kpc (Bhattacharya &Verbunt1991). Pulsars will reach the death line
shownin Figure 1 in time tD ~ 80/BI2 My, where B12is the field strength
in units of 1012 G. Unless their luminosity drops on a timescale muchshorter
than to, pulsars with B~2~< 1 will be able to reach the turning point (Izl ~ 2
kpc, for Vz ~ 100 kms-a) and return to the Galactic plane within their radio
lifetime. Bhattacharyaet al (1992) present someevidenceindicating that a small
fraction of old pulsars lie abovethe electron layer. Harrisonet al (1993)find
pulsars (out of ~<102)returning to the Galactic plane. Morehigh latitude pulsar
searches and proper motionobservations, especially of pulsars with B ~ 1011_
10~2 G are needed to firmly constrain r~ for single pulsars. Recently, Chen
& Ruderman(1993) have argued that the location of the death line depends
on the magnetic field topology. Thus pair production (and hence presumably
radio emission) in pulsars with the samedipole field P/~ maycease at a range
of periods, whosevalues dependon the pulsars’ individual field topologies.
They dub this range, the "Death Valley." Statistical analyses of the ongoing
high latitude surveys will be most useful in demarcatingthe DeathValley in
the B-P diagram.
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5.5

Bimodal Field Distribution

In Section 3.1, we remarkedthat the binary pulsar systems with massivecompanions, the HMBPs1913 + 16, 1534 + 12, and 0655 + 64, are supposed
to emergefrom massive binaries. These three pulsars have B "~ 101° G. In
contrast, the magneticfield strengths of pulsars with low massbinary companions, the LMBPs
such as 1855 + 09, etc have field strengths <~109G. This
led Kulkarni (1992) to propose that there is a "field gap" betweenB = 109
B = 101° G since there is no knownselection effect preventing the discovery
of pulsars with field strengths in this range. Indeed,the selection effects favor
the detection of pulsars with larger field strength.
Camiloet al (1994) argue that the field gap appears, to persist in a larger
sample. Correcting for the kinematic contributions to P (see Section 8), they
find that for the LMBPs,
108 <,% B ~< 5 × 108 G. The discovery of an isolated
pulsar, J2235 ÷ 1506 with B = 2.7 × 109 G (Camilo et al 1993), presumed
be a memberof an HMBP
system that was disrupted on the second explosion,
suggeststhat the field gap is not due to somefundamentalphysics. Mostlikely,
there are twodistributions with two different meanvalues: one of intermediate
field strength pulsars with B centered on 1011’5 G of which the HMBPs
are
the tail end, and one of low field strength with B ~ 108.5 G, constituting the
rapidly rotating LMBPs.Note that LMBPs
with slow rotation rates (e.g. PSR
0820+02)nominally belong to the intermediate group.
Note that there are no disk LMBPs
with B < 108 G. However,the histogram
of B for the rapidly rotating LMBPs
showsthat there are as manypulsars (six)
with B < 2 × 108 G as abovethis value, i.e. there is a steepeningtowardslower
B. It is possible that the Galaxycontains a newclass of neutron stars--low
magneticfield strength neutron stars. It is unclear whethersuch objects would
shine in the radio window
at all (Section 6.2, Phinney1994).
5.6

A Phenomenological

Model

FollowingBailes (1989), wefind that the available data are consistent with the
followingpicture:
1. Pulsars are born with Crab-pulsar-like properties: B ~ 1012G, P "-- 20 ms.
The first half of the statement is motivatedby the high field strengths of
youngpulsars in SNRs(Figure 1).
2. The magneticfield does not decay unless there is accretion. The age of the
neutron star in Her X-1 is >~107y, given z = 3 kpc. The white dwarf in
PSR0820+02is 2 × 108 y (Koester et al 1992). Thus, if there is any decay
at all, vB >~ 40 My. A very gradual decay of the field strength over the
age of the Galaxy, VD~ 101° y, cannot be ruled out. The highest B field
of a cluster pulsar (PSR1820--30B;Biggs et al 1993) is 1011G(see also
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Figure 1). Assumingthat this pulsar has not been recycled, we conclude
that neutron star magneticfields cannot decay by a factor greater than
over a timescale
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5.7

Models for Field Reduction

Above,we have interpreted the observations as if neutron star magneticfields
do not evolve unless there is accretion. The first part of the statement mayhave
theoretical blessings. In a recent review, Goldreich&Reisenegger(1992) find
no physical mechanism
for fast field decay. Theyspeculate that magneticfields
buoyed by Hall drift mayundergo a turbulent cascade terminated by ohmic
dissipation on a timescale ~5 × 108/B12y.
Thesecondpart of the abovestatement, the origin of accretion inducedfield
decay, is a mysteryand without a proper physical model. There are two qualitatively different models: 1. crustal modelswhere AM--theamountof matter
accreted (Taam&van den Heuvel 1986, Shibazaki et al 1989, Romani1990)~
or an inverse battery effect (Blondin &Freese 1986) leads to field reduction,
and 2. interior models, whereinteraction of the magneticflux tubes with angular momentum
vortices in the interior leads to field expulsion (Srinivasan
et al 1990).
The crustal modelsare attractive from the point of view of the bimodal
field distribution. HMBPs
with their smaller inferred AMhave higher field
strengths, whereas those LMBPs
with.large inferred AMhave smaller Bs.
However,observational data do not support a simple relation betweenaccreted
matter and field strength (Verbuntet al 1990). In addition, crustal modelsneed
to be fine tunedsince it is the accretion processthat causesbothfield reduction
and spin-up [see also the discussion following Equation(3.2)].
In the interior model, the angular momentum
vortices are assumedto be
strongly coupledto the magneticflux lines in the interior. Thusas the young
pulsar slows down,magneticflux lines are brought up to the crust wherethey
are assumed
to decay.In this model,lowfield pulsars, at an earlier phasein their
life, were spun downto very long periods before being spun up by accretion.
Themajordifficulty in this modelis that it requires rapid decayin the crust (e.g.
1E2259+586,discussed above) which appears to be ruled out by theoretical
considerations. In addition, the modelprovides no natural explanation for the
bimodalfield distribution discussed above.
In a series of papers, Ruderman(1991) has developeda variant of an interior model.Here, the rotational-magnetic-field coupling results in rearranging
the magneticflux lines, thus effecting changesin the dipole field strength. As
the pulsar slows down,the dipole momentdiminishes, explaining the intermediatestrength field pulsars. There is one basic difficulty with this model:
While magnetic pole migration can reduce the dipole field strength, it does
not reduce strengths of individual field lines. However,during the last stages
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of the spin-up process, whenthe pulsar is spinning at its equilibrium period, the inferred Alf,0en radius must equal the Keplerian corotation radius,
Req/Rn ~-- 2(P/ms)2/3, where Rn is the radius of the neutron star. Strong
multipole field strength (~ 10~2 G) wouldresult in large Req(Arons1993),
it maybe difficult to obtain millisecond rotation periods. Furthermore,if the
magnetic geometries of millisecond pulsars were very nondipolar, one would
expect the pulse and polarization.profiles to differ fromthose of ordinary pulsars. However,the pulse shapes of millisecond pulsars nowappear to be no
different from those of ordinary pulsars (Bailes et al 1994); the sameappears
to be true of the meagerpolarization data (Thorsett &Stinebring 1990). Further polarimetric observations of millisecond pulsars can potentially refute or
confirm Ruderman’smodel.
Romani’s(1993) model combines aspects of Ruderman’smodel and crustal
modelsby having the overburden of the accreted matter push magnetic field
lines belowthe neutron star surface and thereby reduce the external dipole. The
modelclaims to predict a floor value, B ~ 108 G by having advection cease
whenthe field goes below 108 G. The modelis phenomenologicallyappealing
in that it explains the field gap (a consequenceof different AMin the t-IMBPs
versus LMBPs)
and the near constancyof field strength of millisecond pulsars.
In contrast to the disk LMBPs,
cluster pulsars have field strengths ranging from
108 to 10I1 G; this is explainedin this modelby appealingto the diversity of the
tidal products, from long-lived LMXBs
to short-lived accretion tori resulting
fromstar-destroying encounters. However,it is fair to say that we still have
no satisfactory physical modelthat can explain the magneticfield spectrumof
binary and millisecond pulsars.

6.

PULSAR

AND NEUTRON STAR

PHYSICS

The ultimate importance of millisecond and binary pulsars lies not so much
in their origin and evolution, but rather in the fundamentalexperimentsin
physics and astrophysics which nature performs for us with them. Someof
these experimentsinvolve the emissions and environmentalimpact of the pulsars themselves.The thermal and crustal histories of their neutron stars differ
from those of ordinary pulsars, and their magnetospheresarc muchsmaller. The
differences betweenthe emissionsand relativistic windsof pulsars with spin periods and dipole fields differing by four orders of magnitudemight be expected
to provide clues to the physics of neutron star interiors, crusts, and magnetospheres. Theenergy stored in the rotational energy of a millisecond pulsar can
be comparableto the nuclear energy released by its mainsequenceprogenitor,
and to the energyreleased in the accretion required to spin up the neutron star.
The release of this energy in the pulsar’s relativistic windcan have striking
effects on the pulsar’s stellar companions,and on its interstellar environment.
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Other experimentsmakeuse of twoproperties of millisecond pulsars: 1. their
excellence as clocks, accurate to about 1/~s over decades, whichallows changes
in their distance from Earth to be determinedto a precision of c (1/zs) = 30
and 2. the brevity and extremelyhigh brightness temperatureof the broad band
radar pulses they emit. These powerful radar pulses act as both passive and
active probes of the mediathrough whichthey travel. Wenowreview the many
diverse experiments.
6.1

Calorimetry

Oneof the first compellingargumentsthat ordinary pulsars wereneutron stars
wasthe identification of the Crabnebula as a calorimeterfor the Crabpulsar (cf
Manchester &Taylor 1977). This showedthat the Crab pulsar must have (and
have had) a relativistic windof luminosity d(I~2)/dt, 2where I ~ 1045g cm
is the momentof inertia of the neutron star and f2 its angular spin frequency.
Millisecondpulsars have several other types of calorimeters.
6.1.1 WINDNEBULAE
As a pulsar moves through the interstellar
medium
(ISM), its relativistic windwill form a bowshock aroundthe pulsar. Ahead
the pulsar the contact discontinuity betweenthe pulsar windand the interstellar
medium
will lie at the point wherethe rampressure (in the pulsar’s rest frame)
of the incomingISMequals that of the pulsar’s wind. Such a wind nebula is
observed around PSR1957+20.The ISMside of the contact discontinuity is
an Ho~-emittingnebula of cometaryform (Kulkarni &Hester 1988, Aldcroft et
al 1992) aligned along the direction of the pulsar’s proper motion/z (Ryba
Taylor 1991). Thehead of the nebula is projected 0~ = 4" ahead of the pulsar.
A parabolic modelof the bowshock predicts that independentof the (unknown)
line-of-sight velocity,
lf2~2
,~’/~
0s =~k (47~
C2,oic.]

D2/z

--

2:’4145
DZ ,
C l~pcn0

(6.1)

whereC ,-~ 0.7 if the ISMshock is adiabatic, C --~ 1 if it is radiative, and
the pre-shock ISMhas hydrogen number density 1 n0cm-3. Observations
of the companionstar to 1957+20(Djorgovski & Evans 1988) suggest that
0.7 < Okpc< 1.3 (see below). The dispersion measure distance (Taylor
Cordes 1993) is 1.5 kpc. Reasonableequations of state have 1 < 145 < 2 (see
Table 3). The fact that there is a Balmer-dominated
shock in the ISMsuggests
that the pre-shock ISMis mostly neutral, so no >~ 0.3. Therough agreementof
Equation 6.1 with the observed 0s = 4~ thus implies that the ISMencounters
a (a) roughly isotropic pulsar wind, which(b) carries most of the spin-down
luminosity, and (c) acts fluid-like on the ,~1017cm
scale of the nebula, ff most
of the windenergyis carried in ions, then (c) requires that the gyro radii of the
ions be smaller than the nebula. This is true as long as the ions wereaccelerated
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across no morethan the voltage across a simple dipole polar cap (cf Arons
Tavani 1993).
6.1.2 COMPANION
HEATING
The companionsof millisecond pulsars are bombardedby relativistic particles and electromagneticwavesfrom the pulsar. The
constituents of the pulsar wind deposit their energy at energy-dependentcolumndensities in the companionand its atmosphere: hundredths of g cm-2 for
X rays to hundreds of g cm-2 for ultrarelativistic ions and gammarays. The
energy deposited below the photosphere will be thermalized and reradiated
within a few minutes. The side of the companionilluminated by the pulsar
windwill therefore be hotter than the "dark" side of the companion.The flux
at the surface of a companionwith orbital period Pb from an isotropic pulsar
windis
F=~ 2
4rra
= 4.2 × 1020145 \~-~,/

--

~ss erg cm-2 s -1.

(6.2)

For pulsar 1957+20,this, combinedwith models for the cooling of the companion, predicts (Phinneyet al 1988) that the sub-pulsar part of the companion
should have an effective temperature of "-~8000K, while the dark side should
be cooler than 2000K. Thesepredictions have been confirmedby observations
(Djorgovski &Evans 1988, Eales et al 1990, Callanan 1992). This does not
directly demonstratethat the bulk of the pulsar’s spin-downenergyis carried
off in a form capable of penetrating belowthe ~ 1 g cm-2 photosphereof the
companion.This is because in PSR1957+20,the pulsar wind must be shocked
far abovethe companion’ssurface by the dense plasma in the companion’swind
or magnetosphere(Ryba&Taylor 1991; see Figure 1 of Phinneyet al 1988).
could be that radiation from the shock, or particles accelerated there--and not
the pulsar winditself--impinge on the companion.
Cleaner diagnostics of the penetrating powerof pulsar winds maybe provided by observations of pulsars with more massive white dwarf companions.
ApplyingEquation(6.2) to Table1 reveals that besides 1957+ 20, the strongest
companionheating should occur in PSRs J0034 - 0534, J2317 + 1439, and
J0437 - 4715, the illuminated sides of whosecompanionsshould be respectively about 25%,2%, and 1%hotter than the ~4000K of their unirradiated
sides. In addition to photometry,line spectra of these objects and 1957+20’s
companion
will proveinteresting. Spectral line profiles, heights, and depthsare
sensitive to the temperatureprofile abovethe photosphere,and thus can be used
to determine the heat deposition as a function of columndensity. The limits
on emission lines from 1957+20’scompanion(Aldcroft et al 1992) already
rule out an X-ray heated wind from a compactcompanion(Levinson & Eichler
1991, Tavani&London1993) as a significant source of massloss in that system.
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Heating of a convective companioncan have a dramatic indirect effect on
its structure. Whenone irradiates a star, which in isolation wouldhave a
low effective temperature, it initially developsa temperatureinversion in its
envelope. Heat is conductedinwardsuntil, at the effective temperatureset by
the irradiation, an isothermalzone developswhichextends inwardsto the radius
in the convectiveenvelopeat the sametemperature. If this isothermal zoneis
at ~>104K, its (hydrogenor heliumionization) opacity will be 1-2 orders
magnitudehigher than it was at the unirradiated photosphere.In stars with deep
convectionzones, the isothermal layer can present the dominantbottleneck to
the escapeof radiation fromthe stellar interior and can thereforetrap heat trying
to escape from the stellar interior, bloating the star and causing it to expand
on its thermal timescale. This effect, pointed out by Phinneyet al (1988),
has been studied in detail for isotropically irradiated stars by Podsiadlowski
(1991), Harpaz & Rappaport (1991), and d’Antona &Ergma(1993). The
swells, and therefore transfers mass, on the thermal timescale, whichis much
shorter than the nuclear timescale. This results in short X-ray lifetimes, and
rapid orbital evolution of low massX-ray binaries, and expansion and perhaps
destruction of close pulsar companions(Rudermanet al 1989, van den Heuvel
& van Paradijs 1988, Phinneyet al 1988).
In nature, however,the stars are irradiated on one side only. Anisothermal
zone with high opacity on one side of the star wouldsimply force moreof the
star’s internal luminosity to emergeon the unirradiated side--which wouldnot
necessitate muchchange in the convective envelope. Dramatic changes like
those in isotropically irradiated stars wouldoccur only if fast azimuthalwinds,
differential rotation, or asynchronousrotation carried the heat of irradiation
to the unirradiated side of the companion
in less than the cooling time of the
isothermal zone. Noneof this is occurring, at least in PSR1957+20’scompanion, otherwisethe large temperaturedifference betweenits pulsar-illuminated
face and its "dark" face wouldnot be observed.
Furthermore, muchof the observational evidence for irradiation-induced
large fib in X-ray binaries and pulsar companionshas recently evaporated. Of
the four cases adducedby Tavani(1991) as evidence, CygX-3’s companionhas
been shownto be a luminousWolf-Rayetstar whos.espontaneouswindnaturally
explains the magnitudeand sign of the systems Pb (van Kerkwijket al 1992,
van Kerkwijk1993); 4U1820- 30’s apparently large negative/bb (van der Klis
et al 1993a)has recently been shownto be an artifact of changesin the shape
of the X-raylight curve (van der Klis et al 1993b);and in both of the remaining
systems, X1822- 371 (Hellier et al 1990) and EX00748- 676 (Parmar et
1991),the total shift in the light curveon whichthe /’b is basedis still a tiny
fraction of an orbital period. Finally, whatwasonce a large negative/fib of the
eclipsing pulsar 1957+20(Ryba &Taylor 1991) has changed sign since 1992
(Arzoumanian
et al 1994), and is therefore probably a randomwalk in orbital
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phase like those commonlyobserved in cataclysmic variables (Warner 1988),
which are producedby magnetic cycles (Applegate 1992) or other torques from
the companionstar.
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6.2

Diagnostics

of Pulsar Magnetospheres

A pulsar of spin period P-3 ms has its light cylinder at c/~2 ~ 5P-3 neutron
star radii, and the radius wherethe orbital frequencyequals the spin frequency
1/3 "~ 2P2/33_neutron star radii. The spin-down torques
is Req = (GM/~22)
(Krolik 1991) and equilibrium spin-up line (see Equation 2.1) in millisecond
pulsars are thus muchmore sensitive to nondipolar magnetic multipoles than
they are in slower pulsars. This has been used to show, for example,that the
millisecond pulsars’ surface magneticfields are not dominatedby a quadrupole,
nor concentrated in a single polar clump(see Section 5,7; Arons1993).
The above argumentssuggest that millisecond pulsars have surface fields of
roughly dipole strengths. It seems not to be generally appreciated that millisecond neutron stars with/~s lower than the lowest observed/~s wouldnot
then be able to initiate traditional magnetic e+e- pair cascades, and consequently might not be radio luminous(Phinney 1994; but note that other types
of pair cascades mayoccur--see below). The predominanceof 108 G fields
in millisecond pulsars maythus not be a consequenceof magneticfield decay,
but simply a radio selection effect. The high brightness temperatureof pulsar
radio emission is hard to explain except as coherent emission from a highly
relativistic electron-positron plasma.[Melrose(1992) gives a critical review
the models.] Such a plasma can be produced by pair cascades above a vacuum
gap in the magnetosphereof a rotating neutron star (Ruderman& Sutherland
1975). A cascade requires two ingredients: particles that radiate photons, and
conversionof the photons to moreparticle pairs. A gap of thickness h has an
electric field E ~- f2 Bh/c, and potential drop A V = E h/2. This can accelerate
electrons to a maximum
Lorentz factor
2/rnax = min[eA V/(meC2), (Ep2/e) 1/4 ],
(6.3)
where the second limit is imposedby curvature radiation reaction whenthe
radius of field line curvature is p = 106p6cm. Theelectrons radiate curvature
photons of frequency ~oc "~ V3maxC/P,which can pair create on the magnetic
field if (cf Ruderman& Sutherland 1975)
h~oe B±
1
2mec2 Bq > "~’
(6.4)
whereBq = m2ec3/eh = 4.4 × 10~3 G. Except for a prescient paper by Goldreich
&Keeley(1972), previous discussions of the pair creation limit, or "death line"
(Chen&Ruderman
1993), have ignored the radiation reaction limit, and insert
the first termon the right of (6.3) into (6.4), to derive death lines. Thesedepend
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on/9, and thereIbre on the assumedmagneticfield structure. Lines with small p
are consistent with the boundaryof high field radio pulsars in the B-Pplane (see
Figure 1, Chen&Ruderman
1993). But for millisecond pulsars, the appropriate
limit is the second,radiation reactionterm in (6.3). Inserting this into (6.4)
the maximum
vacuumE, gives pair creation only if
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1/37/99/14
,~-2/7~-~~
B > 5 X ~v
¯ ms v’6

(6.5)

(Phinney1994; this conservative limit assumesa field line topologysuch that
B±~ B), whichfor ,06 "~ 1 is plotted as the lower part of the "death boundary"
in Figure 1. However,X rays from a heated polar cap (cf J0437-4715discussed
below)can pair create with curvature photons (~), --* -) even formagn
etic
fields well below(6.5) (Phinney1994);so it is unclearif this is a hardboundary.
If magneticpair creation were the only mechanism,pulsars with lower magnetic
fields would be sources of GeVpulsed curvature gammarays, and might be
surroundedby bowshocks in the interstellar medium(Arons 1983), but would
be very difficult to detect as pulsed sources unless they had outer gaps (Chen
& Ruderman1993, Halpern & Ruderman1993) to produce X-ray or optical
synchrotron emission.
Limits on gamma
rays (Fichtel et al 1993) for manymillisecond and binary
pulsars from the EGRET
sky survey (luminosity per octave of gammaray
energy E, ELe ~< 4 x 1032erg s -1 sr-~Dk2pc for 100Mev< E < 3GeVat
distance Dkp,kpc)are already of order, or belowthe (crude) predictions of outer
magnetospheremodels (Ly ,-~ 10-21f2~2, Chen&Ruderman1993), but do not
constrain most polar cap models.
Kilovolt X rays have been detected from two millisecond pulsars: J0437 4715 (Becker & Trumper 1993) and 1957+20 (Kulkarni et al 1992b).
the former, the X rays are pulsed at the 5.75 ms radio period, and have Lx ~
4 × 10-41Q~.There is a hint that the spectrummayhave both a thermal (kT
0.14 keV)and a power-lawcomponent.In the latter (Lx ~ 5 × 10-51 f2~2),
few X-ray photonswere detected with high time resolution (Fruchter et a11992)
to tell if the X rays are pulsedor modulatedat the orbital frequency(Kulkarniet
al 1992b). Theymight therefore be generated at the shockaroundthe eclipsing
companion,or at the reverse shock in the wind nebula (Kulkarni et al 1992b,
Arons & Tavani 1993). The soft X-ray emission from these pulsars carries
fraction of IS2~2 similar to that observedfrom somenearby ordinary pulsars
(0gelman1993, Yancopouloset al 1994). This might suggest that all pulsars
have heated polar caps, thoughthe ratio of X-rayto spin-downluminosityvaries
over several orders of magnitude.
6.3

Neutron Star Physics

Binaryand millisecond pulsars provide someof the most rigorous constraints on
nuclear equationsof state. Neutronstars constructedwith very soft equationsof
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Table2 Pulsars with measuredmasses
Pulsar

M~

Mc

1913+16
1534+12
2127+1IC
2303+46

1.4411(7)
1.34(5)
-1.2 (3)

1.3874(7)
1.34(5)
-1.4 (2)

2.82843(2)
2.6781(7)
2.712(5)
2.53(8)

Taylor92
Taylor92
Anderson92
Thorsettet a193b

1855+09
1802-07

1.5 (2)
1.4 (3)

0.26(2)
0.33(1)

-1.7 (4)

Kaspiet a194b
Thorsettet al 93b

Mp + Mc

Reference

aAll massesin units of M<~.
Notes:Pulsars in the top grouphaveeccentric orbits andhigh-mass(probablyneutronstar)
companions.PSR2127+11C
is in the globular cluster M15,and probablyformedby exchange
(Phinney&Sigurdsson1991). In the bottomgroup, PSR1855+ 09 has a low-massheliumwhite
dwarfcompanion
in a circular orbit; PSR1802-- 07 is in the globularcluster NGC
6539,andits
companion,
in an eccentricorbit, probablyresults fromexchange
or a tidal 3-bodyencounter(see
Phinney1992).
state, including pion-condensate and the recently popularized Kaon-condensate
models (Brown & Bethe 1994) give maximumstable neutron star masses
--~1.4-1.5 Mo. This is because they have small radii, so the general relativistic
2) to the radial stability criterion are large even for
contributions (~GM/Rc
low masses. [Kunihiro et al 1993 have written a comprehensive monograph
on recent work on pion and Kaon condensates; at sufficiently high densities
in nuclear matter, the effective mass of the strange K- meson can fall below
that of the the zr- meson and becomean energetically favored constituent of
neutrons star cores, reducing the pressure support and the neutron star radii
(Kaplan & Nelson 1986, Politzer & Wise 1991, Brown et al 1992).] General relativistic effects in timing binary pulsars (see below) allow gravitational
masses of the component stars to be measured, sometimes with high precision
(see Table 2).
6.3.1 MASSESANDSOFTEQUATIONSOFSTATE
ThehighmassofPSR1913+16
rules out, for example, the Reid soft-core equation of state of Pandharipande
(1971) and that of Canuto & Chitre (1974), and is severely constraining to
ern Kaon-condensate models. Even more severe constraints may well emerge in
the future. The pulsars with the best determined masses so far are slowly rotating and in double neutron star binaries, for which standard evolutionary models
(cf Verbunt 1993) do not require muchaccretion onto the pulsar. Nonstandard
models with much higher accretion rates during commonenvelope evolution
(Chevalier 1993) would turn most high mass X-ray binaries into black hole
binaries, particularly if the equation of state is soft. However, even standard
models for the evolution of many other binary pulsars predict large accreted
masses, unfortunately all in systems where the neutron star masses are still
ill-determined. Equation (3.2) shows that for a pulsar like 1957+20to reach its
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1.6 ms spin period, it must have accreted >~0.1 Mo. Modelsof the formation
of pulsars with low mass white dwarf companions(the large fourth group in
Table1) suggest that muchof the "-~0.7 Molost by the progenitor of the white
dwarf should have been accreted by the neutron star. Mass-conservativemodels are mostcompellingfor the long-period binaries (Pb > 50 d) for whichthe
predictions of massand angular-momentum
conserving models give reasonable
accord betweenthe birthrates of such pulsars (Section 3.3; Lorimer1994) and
their low-massX-ray binary progenitors (Sections 10.1, 10.3, Verbunt&van
den Heuvel 1994). Accretion of mass AM0
onto an initially 1.3-1.4 M~neutron star increases its gravitational mass by AM_~ 0.74AM0.[See Woosley
& Weaver’s table 1 (1986), Woosleyet al’s table 2 (1993), and Weaver
Woosley(1993) for discussion of the iron core masses at the end of massive
star evolution, and the neutron star massesexpected to result after supernova
explosion.] Thusconservative modelsfor the formation of the neutron stars
with white dwarf binaries predict that they should havegravitational massesof
___1.8-1.9 M~.These greatly exceed the maximum
stable masses of equations
of state with Kaonor pion condensates, and are in the midst of the range of
maximum
stable masses for modernequations of state without Kaon condensation (cf Table 3, and Cooket al 1994). It mayprove possible to measure
accurate massesfor neutron stars in someof these binaries. This can be donein
fortuitously edge-onsystems such as 1855+09(see Table 2), whererelativistic
time delays can be measured, and more generally by optical spectroscopy of
the white dwarf companions,whoseorbital velocities, combinedwith the mass
function derived from pulsar timing, woulddeterminea strict lower limit to Mp
(e.g. the preliminary results on PSR1957+20
by Aldcroft et al 1992). Such
measurementswill allow us do decide which is wrong: conservative evolution
models,or soft nuclear equationsof state.
MINIMUM
STABLEPERIODSANDEQUATIONS
OF STATE
Just as soft equations of state give small neutron stars with low maximum
masses,hard equations
of state give large neutron stars with high maximum
masses. Large neutron
stars cannot spin rapidly, or the speed ~2Rof matter at their surface would
exceed the escape speed [(2GM)/R]1/2. If one spins up from rest a neutron
star of massMsand areal radius Rs, the minimum
spin period at whichthe star
begins to shed massfrom its equator is, to a goodapproximation(of Figure 27
of Cook et al 1994, and Haensel &Zdunik 1989)
6.3.2

Pn~, = 0.77 k.---M-~s ,/ k,10km,/ ms.

(6.6)

If the star were a rigid Newtoniansphere, the coefficient of 0.77 wouldbe
0.46---the difference is due to centrifugal distortion, whichmakesthe equatorial
radiusof a spinningstar larger thanthat of a static one, andto relativistic effects.
Assumingthe massesof the two fastest knownpulsars, 1937+ 21 and 1957+ 20
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aTable3 Neutronstar properliesfor three nuclearequationsof state
EOS

Model

F
(soft)

canonical
M~ax

FPS
(med.)

canonical
Mmax
f2max
canonical
Mmax
f2n,~x
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~2ma
x

L
(hard)

M
(Mo)

Pmio
(ms)

1.4
1.46
1.67
1.4
1.80
2.1
1.4
2.7
3.3

0.94
-0.50
0.88
-0.53
1.4
-0.76

1
Re
(1045g cm-2) (km)
0.86
0.74
-1.2
1.4
-2.1
4.7
--

9.1
7.9
10.9
10.8
9.3
12.4
15.0
13.7
18.2

~
0.26
0.33
-0.21
0.35
-0.15
0.35
--

/9¢
-3)
(1015 gcm
3.2
5.1
4.4
1.3
3.4
3.0
0.43
1.5
1.3

aEOS
= equationof state; Pmin is the minimum
rotation periodfor a modelof massMwiththe
EOS;I is the moment
of inertia (for slowlyrotating stars); Reis the equatorialcircumferential
radius(for slowlyrotating stars, it is the sameas the Schwarzschild
radius); ~ z/ (1 +z)is
the fractionof rest massenergyreleasedin droppinga particle ontothe neutronstar frominfinity,
wherez is the surfaceredshiftfor slowlyrotatingstars; ~9cis the central energydensity/c2, to be
comparedto the baryondensity at nuclear saturation ~0.17 fm-3 ~ 2.8 × 1014g cm-3. Three
modelsare givenfor eachequationof state: onefor a canonicalneutronstar of gravitationalmass
1.4 M¢
stable massMmax,
andonefor the star
9, onefor the slowlyrotating star of the maximum
withmaximum
spin frequency~2max
(nearly the sameas the rotating star of maximum
mass).Data
are fromFriedman&Ipser (1992), Cooket al (1994), and Arnett&Bowers(1977).
Equationof state F (Arponen
1972)is oneof the softest not yet conclusivelyruled out.
Equationof state FPS(Lorenz,Ravenhall&Pethick1993)is a recent modelwithouta pion
kaoncondensate
phase.Addingsucha phasetransition at a fewtimesnucleardensitywouldreduce
Mmaxby ~0.2 Mo,Re by ~ 1 km, and Pmin by ~30%
(cf pp. 266-70of Kunihiroet al 1993).
Equationof state L (Pandharipande
&Smith1975)is oneof the hardest not yet conclusively
ruledout.

tO be "-~ 1.4 M~,Equation (6.6) wouldrequire the radii of static neutron stars
that mass to be ,%< 16 kin. A precise mass for PSR1957-1-20 may eventually be
determined by optical spectroscopy of its companion(Aldcroft et al 1992).
Since reasonable equations of state give Pmin "~ 0.7 ms, and since pulsars
with commonlyobserved dipole fields of 1-2 × 108 G have even shorter equilibrium periods at Eddington accretion rates in simple models (Figure 1),
are encouraged to hope that pulsars with much shorter spin periods may yet
be found.
If such discoveries are not made, the result in isolation could be interpreted
in several ways. An absence of shorter periods would naturally occur if neutron
stars have a hard equation of state, and Pmin is indeed ~1,5 ms (Friedman et
al 1988). It might also occur if they have a very soft equation of state, and
all neutron stars that accrete enough to spin them to <~1.5 ms exceed Mmaxand
collapse to black holes. It might also occur if accretion cannot spin a neutron star
up to breakup. Newtonian stars without magnetospheres can be spun nearly to
breakup by accretion (Popham & Narayan 1991, Paczyfiski 1991). However,
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has been suggested that gravitational radiation from unstable nonaxisymmetric
modeswould removeangular momentum
from rapidly spinning neutron stars so
quickly that they could never be spun to periods less than 1.5 ms (Papaloizou
Pringle 1978, Wagoner1984). Thesehigh-mmodeshave negative energy and in
any dissipationless rotating star growunstably through gravitational radiation
reaction (Friedman &Schutz 1978). (In a frame rotating with the neutron
star these ~nodesare retrograde, and whenexcited, reduce the star’s angular
momentum;
as measuredby an inertial observer at infinity, they are prograde
and thus carry postive angular momentum
away, increasing their amplitude.).
Morerecent calculations suggest that these modesare strongly damped:by
bulk viscosity for T > 101° K (Cutler et al 1990, Friedman &Ipser 1992),
and by scattering of normal particles on superfluid vortices for T < 109 K
(Mendell 1991, Lindblom & Mendell 1992). If correct, and neutron stars
are superfluid, this extinguisheshope for gravitational radiation reaction as a
period-limiting device.
Anotherpossibility is that the accretion disk itself removesmoreangular
momentum,
and therefore exerts less torque, than in simple models (Ghosh
&Lamb1992). It might appear that escaping photons could remove angular
momentum
from the disk effectively (Miller &Lamb1993). This is not correct,
however,since the maximum
photon torque from a luminosity Lv escaping from
radius r, wherethe matter azimuthalvelocity is v, is
max J~ =

r S -=" ~ /I)/or

~ ~Jm,

(6.7)

where Jm = ](4vr is the rate of advection of angular momentum
by matter,
and e = L×/)(4c2 ",~ 0.2 (see Table 3) is the efficiency of accretion. A more
physically acceptable way to remove angular momentum
is via a magnetic
wind from the inner accretion disk or neutron star surface. This could set a
lower limit to the spin period if its relative importanceincreased as the spin
period decreased.
If, in future, a pulsar is foundwith P ~< 0.8 ms, there are twowaysit could
be used to put strong constraints on the equationof state. First, if its masscould
be measured(e.g. by optical spectroscopy of its companion),and was found
to be ~1.4 Mo, it would suggest a pion or kaon condensed phase, because
equations of state without those cannot reach such P at that mass(Table 3, and
Figure 6-4 of Kunihiroet al 1993). If the equationof state werehard, the star’s
large momentof inertia wouldrequire it to have accreted enormously,and have
M>~ 2 Mo; such a measuredmass would rule out both soft, condensed, and
even "medium"equations of state. Second, if it had a large/5 and were in a
short-period binary, it mightprovepossible to determineaccurately the pulsar’s
moment
of inertia (or moreprecisely, dJ/df2), giving a quantitative constraint
on the equation of state. Themomentof inertia wouldbe determinedas follows.
As the pulsar spins down,it loses mass-energyat a rate ~/ = I~(2/c 2. This
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loss of gravitating masscauses the orbit to expand, and the orbital period to
increaseat a rate
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(6.8)

where M1.4 = M/(1.4 M~). To avoid confusion of the measured Pb/Pb by
Galactic acceleration (see Section 8) wouldrequire r~P~s 5 108.5 y, hence the
need for l~ge fi and sho~ period. A puls~ simil~ to 1937+20in a sho~-period
bin~y would do.
Thereis also an interesting possibility that very massivepulses with periods
ne~ P~n may have P < 0, even though they are losing angular momentum.
~is is because although J = (dJ/d~)~ < 0, and usually dJ/d~ ~ I, so
~ < 0 and fi > 0, relativistic stars supported against collapse by rotation can
have dJ/d~ < 0, so ~ > 0 when the st~ loses angul~ momentum(Cook et
al 1992, 1994). The st~s with dJ/d~ < 0 are those which are so massive that
they ~e just barely supported by rotation against collapse to black holes. As
such a neutron star loses angular momentum,
its J approachesa few percent of
the minimum
value at whichit can be supported at a large (quasi-Newtonian)
radius. It then begins to evolve tow~dsa second(unstable) equilibrium state
of the same angul~ momentum,but with a smaller radius (confined by the
enhancedgravitation~ at~action of strong-field relativity). As the st~ contacts
at nearly constant J, its spin period mustdecrease by a small but finite amount,
just before the pulsar collapses to a black hole. Negative observed~s can be
producedby accelerating pulsars with positive ~s (see Section 8), however,
caution wouldbe required in inte~reting any observed negative fi as due to
this manifestationof the effect of general relativity on neutronstars.

7.

TESTING GENERALRELATIVITY

Millisecondand binary pulsars have been used to performseveral high-precision
tests of general relativity, its axioms,and predictions. Becausethese havebeen
the subject of several recent reviews (Backer &Hellings 1986, Damour&Taylor
1992, Taylor et al 1992, Taylor 1992, Damour1992; the book by Will 1993
gives a pedagogicalintroduction), we confine ourselves to a brief summary.
Apulsar has a muchlarger gravitational (binding energy) contribution to its
mass-energythan a white dwarf or mainsequencestar. In mosttheories of gravity other than Einstein’s, a pulsar and its white dwarf companionwouldtherefore fall throughthe Galactic gravitational field with different accelerations,
so their relative orbit wouldbe eccentric (Nordvedt1968, Damour&Sch~ifer
1991). The low eccentricity of the binary pulsars 0820+02and J1803 - 2712
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(see Table 1) already allow one to deducethat the mass-equivalentof gravitational binding energy feels the sameacceleration as do baryons to within 0.2%.
This limit is comparableto the best Solar Systemlimits for violations linear
in M/R,and muchbetter for nonlinear violations. The best similar test of the
weakequivalence principle for weakinteraction energy was provided by the
simultaneous arrival of photons and neutrinos from supernova1987A(Krauss
& Tremaine 1988).
Theweak-fieldeffects of general relativity (whichhavebeenverified in Solar
Systemexperiments)are all measuredin binary pulsars: gravitational redshift,
Shapiro delay, and the advanceof periastron. In somecases the amplitudes
are spectacular: The periastron of the orbit of PSR1913+16has advanced
by nearly 90 degrees since its discovery in 1974 (Hulse &Taylor 1975).
contrast, relativity has contributedonly 10-2 degreesto the advanceof the perihelion of Mercurysince the non-Newtonian
portion was identified by LeVerrier
and Newcomb.
If one assumesthe correctness of relativity, the parameters of
these weak-field effects can be used to solve for the Newtonianparameters-individual stellar massesand orbital inclination, whichare ordinarily unmeasurable in a Newtoniansingle-line spectroscopic binary. In somecases, the
Newtonianquantities are overdeterminedby the relativistic parameters, and the
agreementbetweendifferent determinations can be used to provide precision
tests of relativity, and to constrain the post-Newtonian
parametersof alternative
theories of gravity (Damour&Taylor 1992, Taylor et al 1992, Will 1993).
Withthe Newtonianparametersdetermined,the rates of moreexotic relativistic effects can be predicted and comparedwith observation. In PSR1913+16,
the rate of decrease of the orbital period due to the emissionof gravitatonal
radiation is predicted by the quadrupoleformula of general relativity (Peters
1964, Thorne1980), PI~/PI~ = -8.60924 (14) × 10-17 s -l , and observed to be
Pb/Pb= --8.63 (4) × -17 S-I (after co rrection fo r th e Galactic ac celeration:
see Section 8; Taylor 1992, Damour&Taylor 1991). This agreementto within
0.5%is a stunning confirmationof Einstein’s prediction of wavesin a dynamical space-time. It will soonbe possible to repeat this test in pulsars 1534+12
and 2127+11C, with respectively greater and lesser precision.
Anotherrelativistic effect, whichought to be measurablein one of these
pulsars, is geodetic precession. The spin axis of a pulsar is parallel transported aroundthe curved spacetimeof its companion(torques on its quadrupole
momentby companionsare ~negligible), a~ndi~n relativityAis therefore predicted to precess at a rate dS/dt = f2p[L x SI, where S is the unit vector along the pulsar spin, L that along the normal to the orbit plane, and
2) is 1.2 degrees per year for PSR1913+16,and 0.4 degrees
~2o "~ GMc/(ac
per year for PSR1534+12.Despite careful measurements, this has not been
convincinglyseen in PSR1913+
16 (Cordes et al 1990), but the pulse properties
of PSR.1534+
12 are morefavorable, and its I~ × ~1 appears larger.
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Additional,and evenmoreprecise tests of general relativity wouldbe possible
in a binary system in which both componentswere millisecond pulsars. Such
systems could form in a globular cluster by exchange, or by spin up from
tidal debris in an encounter of two (neutron star-main sequencestar) binaries
(Sigurdsson & Hernquist 1992). Another type of binary system that ought
to exist is a (young) pulsar orbiting a stellar mass black hole. Suchblack
holes could either have formeddirectly in a supernovaexplosion, or could be
neutron stars pushed beyondthe maximum
stable mass by accretion from the
massiveprogenitor of the pulsar. If the orbital period were short, the black
hole mass could be determinedaccurately by meansof weak-field relativistic
effects. However,unless the orbit happensto be improbablyclose to edge on,
strong-field effects of the metric near the black hole horizon(e.g. faint "glory"
pulses) are unlikely to be detectable.

8.

LARGE SCALE

8.1

ACCELERATIONS

Newtonian Accelerations

Thespin and orbital periods wemeasurefor pulsars are shifted from their values in a local Lorentzframe movingwith the pulsar or its binary center mass,
respectively. The largest effect is the first-order Dopplershift. A pulse period
P measuredat the Solar Systembarycenter (velocity Yb) is thus related to
pulsar’s rest-frame pulse period Po by P = P0[1 + (Vp Vb)" n/c], where Vp
is the pulsar velocity and n is the unit vector pointingfromthe barycenterto the
pulsar. If the Dopplershift wereconstant, the observedperiod wouldjust differ
fromthe true one by a small, uninteresting, and unmeasurablefactor. However,
the Dopplershift is never truly constant, becausepulsars move(n varies) and are
accelerated by gravititational forces (¥p varies). Differentiating the Doppler
equation once moregives, to lowest order in v/c (Phinney 1992, 1993)
(ap--ab)’n
P--Po/b/~°q-V&2

c

~- ~+
-- 2to0+

1 ~ ( 150~n
VI- S-12 1 D~PC
1
(ap - ab) ¯ n
-~
,
(8.1)
4 × 101° y
A
o

wherea = ~r is acceleration, D is the distance to the pulsar, V±is the transverse
relative velocity I~D, Iz is the pulsar proper motion,and Aois the acceleration
of the solar local standardof rest about the center of the Galaxy.
TheseDopplercorrections to (8.1) are not important for the youngmajority
of pulsars (re0 ~ 107 y), but they dominatethe apparent/~ for manymillisecond
and binary pulsars, complicatingdeterminationof their true characteristic ages
and magneticfield strengths. The second(centrifugal) term in (8.1) is, like
intrinsic rio, alwayspositive, and is importantfor old, nearbypulsars with large
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space velocities (see Table 1 and Camiloet al 1994). The third (acceleration)
term, which can have any sign, is not important to the/Ss of Galactic pulsars
(thoughit is importantfor their/~bs, and uncertainty in estimating it limits the
precision of measurement
of the rate of decayof orbits by gravitational radiation
reaction). Equationsfor estimating the term for Galactic pulsars can be found
in Damour& Taylor (1991) and Phinney (1992). The third term is, however,
extremelyimportantfor pulsars in globular clusters, and in several cases makes
negative the apparent period derivative. Methodsfor predicting this term are
discussed at length by Phinney(1992, 1993), as are the use of pulsar positions
and negative/~ to determine model-independentmass-to-light ratios and other
constraints on the structure of globular clusters.
8.2

Gravitational

Waves

Pulsars can be accelerated by non-Newtonian
forces as well. If the Earth and the
millisecond pulsars surroundingit werebobbingin a sea of gravitational waves
of periods ~years, the waveswouldintroduce irregularities in the timing of the
pulsars (Detweiler1979). Asit passes the Earth (or the pulsar), a gravitational
waveof frequency f and dimensionless amplitude h of wavelengthc/f shorter
than the distance betweenthe pulsar and Earth will periodically modulatethe
spacetime,and thus the arrival times of pulses, by of order h/(2zrf). Theenergy
density in the waves, of order f2h2c2/G, wouldbe a traction f2g ~ f2h2/H~
of the closure density of the universe, with Hubbleconstant H0. Thus the
timing residuals producedby a gravitational wavebackgroundwith f2g are of
order 100~2~/2(f/1 y- 1 ) -2/x s (the numericalcoefficient dependssomewhat
the numberof pulsar parametersfitted by timing, the wavespectrum assumed,
and the duration of the observations, assumedlonger than I/f; Blandford et
al 1984). Limits on these, most strongly from PSRs1937+21and 1855+09,
constrain at 95%confidence the energy density in such wavesto a fraction
f2g < 6 × 10-8hff2 of the closure density of the universe (Kaspi et al 1994b;
-~). This is a severe
here ho is the Hubbleconstant in units of 100 kms-t Mpc
constraint on the presenceof cosmicstrings; in the scale-free modelof Bennett
& Bouchet(1991), the string mass-energyper unit length ~ is constrained
Glz/c 2 < 71 ~2gh~ = 4 × 10-6, while in the models of Caldwell & Allen
(1992), which include additional modesof string excitation and emission
strings in the matter-dominatedera and thus have morepowerat long periods,
Glz/c~ <~ 10-6. Pulsar timing is thus close to detecting, or ruling out, the
presenceof strings interesting for galaxy formation.
9.

PLANETARY

COMPANIONS

A planet of massrn orbiting a pulsar of massMpin an orbit of semimajoraxis
a and period Py years movesthe pulsar back and forth relative to Earth, and
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thus produces a periodic timing residual of semiamplitude
..~ 1200m (1.4M~ ~-/3p~/3 sin//zs.
apsin i
rn a sin i
c
Mp+m c
M~\ Mp"4- rn

(9.1)

For example,in orbits of one year period arounda 1.4 Mo neutron star at i ---60°, a Jupiter wouldproducea residual of semiamplitude
0.33 s, Earth of 1.0 ms,
the Moonof 13/zs, and the asteroid Ceres 0.2/zs. Somemillisecond pulsars
can be timed to accuracies ~<1 #s, so if they were surrounded by planetary
systems, even bodies as small as the moonwouldbe potentially detectable.
The precision of such measurementsis some2000 times higher than radial
velocity measurementswith precisions of 10ms -1 (about the best obtained
so far in searches for planetary systems about ordinary stars using stabilized
lz absorption cells as wavelengthreferences---cf Cochranet al 1991; Jupiter
movesthe Sun at 10ms-1 through a displacement of 3 light seconds, which
wouldrequire an angular resolution of 6/zarcsec to detect at 1 kpc).
Before a neutron star forms, its planetary environmentis subjected to the
sublimatingheat of a red giant star and a supernovablast, and whateveris left
at large radii will generallybe left behindas the newbornneutronstar recoils at
the >~ 100 kms-1 speed typical of pulsars. Onlyin carefully contrived circumstances (Wijers et al 1992, Thorsett &Dewey1993)--"Salamanderscenarios"
in the notation of Phinney &Hansen(1993)~mightprimordial planets survive
around pulsars. Manypulsars clearly do not have any planetary companions
(Thorsett &Phillips 1992, Thorsett et al 1993c).
It was therefore somethingof a surprise whenthe first unambiguous
evidence
for a planetary system outside our Sun’s was found around the 6 ms pulsar
1257.4,12 (Wolszczan& Frail 1992). Twoplanets circle this pulsar. Both
planets are a fewtimes the massof the Earth, and havenearly circular (e = 0.02)
orbits of period Pi, = 66.6d and Pout = 98.2d (Table 1). The timing evidence
for the planets of PSRI257+12 seemssecure, since its position determinedby
interferometry agrees with the position derived fromtiming, and the timing has
by nowbeen confirmedon several telescopes, with different timing hardware,
and analyzed with independent software and ephemerides(Backer et al 1992).
PSR1257.4- 12’s high spatial velocity (290km-1, W
olszczan 1993) combined with the circularity of its planets’ orbits, makeit very unlikely that its
planets are survivors from an era whenthe neutron star had not yet been formed
("Salamanders").The planets mustinstead have formedafter the neutron star’s
progenitor metamorphosed
into a neutron star ("Memnonides
scenarios," in the
notation of Phinney&Hansen1993). Since the pulsar has the short period and
small dipole field characteristic of recycledpulsars, the most natural scenarios
for planet formation are those in whichthe planets formedfrom the debris of
a companionstar. This mayhave been destroyed gradually (Banit et al 1993)
or catastrophically (e.g. Phinney & Hansen1993). Most of the mass would
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accrete, but to conserve angular momentum,
a small fraction must be excreted
outwards; planets could form in this cool excretion disk (Ruden1993, Phinney
&Hansen1993). For a review of these, and manyother proposed scenarios,
the reader is referred to the proceedingsPlanets AroundPulsars (Phillips et al
1993), particularly the summaryby Podsiadlowski(1993).
Like the Solar System, the planetary system of PSR1257+12
will provide
entertainmentfor generations ofdynamicists. The two planets are close to a 3:2
resonance:The inner planet revolves 2.95 "~ 3 times for every two revolutions
(196.4 d) of the outer planet. Since the relative configurations of the planets
repeat almost exactly every 196.4 days, their mutualeffects on each others’
orbits (e.g. their longitudes of periastron 09 and orbital eccentricities e) can
build up over manyorbital periods. The planets’ masseswere initially known
only from the Keplerian mass functon--i.e, only the m sin i were known.If
we had been viewing the planetary systemclose to face-on (sin i < 0.1), the
masses of the planets wouldhave had to have been so large that their mutual
interactions wouldhavebeen strong enoughto maketheir angles librate, locking
them in resonance(Malhotraet al 1992). This wouldalready have been noticed
in the pulsar timing (Wolszczan1993), so sin i > 0.1 and the planets are not
locked in the 3:2 resonance. Consequently,the difference of the planets’ phases
with respect to the resonancerotates cyclically with period Pd given by 1/Pd=
2/Pin - 3/Pout = 1/(5.3 y). Thusthe planets’ ~o, e, and a should vary almost
periodically with period Pd, with its amplitude ~ mc~ 1/sin/ (Rasio et al
1992). Timingresiduals of about the amplitudeexpected (Malhotra1993, Peale
1993)for sin i ~ 1 are already detected at about the 2or level (Wolszczan
1993).
PSR1257+ 12 maynot be the only millisecond pulsar with planetary companions. The 11 ms pulsar 1620 - 26 in the globular cluster M4has a /5
(Backer et al 1993a, Thorsett et al 1993a)muchlarger than could be produced
by the jerking of randomlypassing cluster stars (Phinney1993). Oneplausible
interpretation is that the jerk is producedby a companionwith a mass0.1-10
times that of Jupiter in a very long period orbit (Backeret al 1993a, Phinney
1993, Sigurdsson1993), a hypothesis readily testable by further timing. Unlike PSR1257 + 12, PSR1620 - 26 also has a stellar mass companionwith
orbital period Pb = 191.4d. The mass function, period, and circular orbit
are all consistent with this companionbeing the ,-~0.4Mo helium white dwarf
remains of the red giant, the accretion of whoseenvelope spun up the pulsar
(see Phinney 1992, and Section 10). Thoughsomematerial might have been
excreted, the low metallicity of stars in M4makesit difficult to form such a
massiveplanet in such a wide orbit (Sigurdsson1992). It is morelikely that
the planet is a primordialplanet whichoriginally orbited a mainsequencestar,
and was retained as a bystander during the exchangeof partners which put the
pulsar in orbit about the mainsequencestar (Sigurdsson1993). This star then
evolved into the current white dwarf companion,spinning up the pulsar in the
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process. In this model, the planet is predicted to have an eccentric orbit. If
further observations reveal the orbit to be circular, the first ("Memnonides")
scenario wouldbe implicated, thoughin this case too the orbit is morelikely to
be eccentric, due to perturbationsof passing cluster stars.
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10.

DYNAMICAL FOSSILS

OF THE SPIN-UP

ERA

As discussed in Section 2 and reviewed at length by Verbunt(1990, 1993) and
van den Heuvel(1992), most millisecond and binary pulsars are believed
be products of mass-transfer, and their predecessors should have been X-ray
binaries. But direct evidence for a connection betweenmillisecond pulsars
and low-massX-ray binaries is still tenuous, given the apparent discrepancy
betweentheir birthrates (Section 3.3) and that searches have failed to reveal
millisecond pulsations in LMXB
(Woodet al 1991, Kulkarni et al 1992a). For
evidenceof the connection, one must search for dynamicalfossils in the orbits
of binary pulsars. Suchfossil evidence is clearest amongthe binary pulsars
with low mass companionsand orbital periods ~>1d. The two fossils are the
Pb(Mo)relation (predicted by Refsdal &Weigert1971), and the e(Pb) relation
(predicted by Phinney1992), illustrated respectively in Figures 2 and
10.1

Core Mass-Period

Relation

The Pb(Me)relation arises whena neutron star is in a wide orbit with a companion star of ~<2 Mo. Such a binary begins mass transfer whenthe ~<2 Mo
companion,with its electron-degenerate core surrounded by a thin hydrogen
burning shell, evolves off the mainsequence. The high gravity of the compact
core requires a steep pressure gradient across the burningshell. Thusthe properties of the shell are almostindependentof the envelopeaboveit, and are little
affected by the mass loss that begins far above. As the shell burns outwards,
its heliumash joins the degeneratecore, increasing its massand decreasingits
radius. Thetemperatureof the shell increases to remainin hydrostatic equilibrium; becauseof the steep temperaturedependenceof nuclear reaction rates, the
shell’s luminosityis thus a rapidly increasing function of core mass(Refsdal
Weigert 1970). For giants of solar metallicity, L = [Mc/(0.16 M~)]SL~.
cause the decreasing thermal conductivity of the increasingly large and opaque
envelopeultimately forces the envelopeto be convective (Renzini et al 1992),
the giant lies on the Hayashitrack T~ff(L, M). As L = 4zr R2~r Te4ff, these
relations give the radius R of the giant as a function of Me:
R_~l.3(0

)5 R~
.16MeM(9

(10.1)

for solar metallicity. During mass transfer, the giant of mass Mmust fill
its Rochelobe, whosevolume-equivalentradius RL1is given for a giant less
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Figure 2 Thepredictedrelation between
core mass(i.e. final whitedwarfmass)andorbital period
for binariesin whicha ~<1 M
lobewitha 1.4 M
e giantstar fills its Roche
e neutronstar (solid curve,
Refsdal&Weigert1971; dashedcurves: data fromSweigart&Gross1978).Thefilled circles
witherror bars give mostprobable,and90%confidenceestimatesof the massesof the whitedwarf
companions
of the indicatedpulsars (assumed,whennot known,
to be 1.4 Me).All Galacticbinary
pulsars withorbital eccentricites<0.1are shown.Notethat hydrogen
shell burninggiants exist
only for 0.16 < Mc< 0.45 M
of massoutside this range (e.g. those
o. Whitedwarfcompanions
of PSRs06554- 64, J2145- 0750,19574- 20, etc) haddifferent evolutionaryhistories (see notes
to Table1 andtext).

massive than the neutron star, within a few percent, by
GM

- ~o ~,,
~3~l
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where~2b = 2rr/Pb is the orbital frequency. Towardsthe end of transfer, when
M___Me,(10.1) and (10.2) therefore
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/ Mc \7
Pb --~ 1.3~0.1~-Me) d.

(10.3)

This is valid for 0.16 Me < Mc< 0.45 Me, wherethe lower limit is the helium
core massat the end of mainsequenceevolution, and the upperlimit is the core
massat the heliumflash, for which Pb --~ 2000d. A moreaccurate version of
Equation(10.3), derived from computedstellar evolutionary models, is plotted
in Figure 2. Other approximationsare given in Refsdal &Weigert (1971) (see
also Joss et al 1987and Verbunt1993).
Duringstable masstransfer, the expandinggiant will alwaysjust fill its Roche
lobe, with radius given by (10.1), until the envelopehas been reduced to a few
times the mass of the burning shell (~<10-2Me).At that point, the envelope
will becomeradiative (cf Renziniet al 1992) and begin to shrink on its thermal
timescale (Refsdal & Weigert1970, Taam1983), and mass transfer will cease.
As the burning shell consumesthe shrinking envelope, it eventually has too
little overburdento confine it, hydrogenburning ceases, and the core cools,
becominga helium white dwarf companionto the spun-up neutron star. The
orbit should be nearly circular becausetidal dissipation in the giant wouldhave
rapidly circularized the orbit (see Section 10.2).
The fossil evidence for stable masstransfer from a Roche-lobefilling giant
star is therefore: a heliumwhite dwarf companionof mass Mcbetween0.16 Me
and 0.45 Me, in a circular orbit with period (between 1 and 2000 days) given
by the Pb-Mcrelation [Equation (10.3) or the moreaccurate versions plotted
Figure2]. It is evidentfromFigure2 that all 10 of the binary pulsars in the fourth
groupof Table1 are consistent with this prediction. Theother binary pulsars in
the table, with companionmasses less than 0.16 Me, or
e, greater than 0.45 M
cannot have had this evolutionary history, and therefore are not expected to
obey the Pb-Mcrelation (10.3). PSRs0655 -t- 64 and J2145- 0750 have white
dwarf companionswith massesgreater than the "-.0.45 Mocore mass at helium
flash, and therefore cannot be the result of masstransfer froma red giant. Their
properties are, however,just what wouldbe expected from the evolution of a
wide binary containing a neutron star and a main sequence companionmore
massivethan 2 Mo(see note to Table 1 and Table 4; Iben &Livio 1993review
the physics of the common
envelope phase expected in these circumstances, cf
also van den Heuvel1992).
10.2

Eccentricity-Period

Relation

Anotherfossil of the masstransfer phase was recently pointed out by Phinney
(1992). As a function of orbital phase, the difference in pulse arrival times
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betweena pulsar in a circular orbit and one with a small eccentricity e will be
~t = At(t) -- At~i~(t) -- eap sin i [sin~o + sin(2zrt/Pb -- ~o)].
(10.4)
2c
Thusfor a typical binary pulsar with ao sin i/c = 10 s, timing accuracyof 1
-7.
allows us to detect e as small as 1 tts/10 s = 10
After the supernova(or accretion-induced collapse) whichcreates a neutron
star in a low massbinary, the orbital eccentricity will be high (>0.1). When
the companionevolves to becomea red giant, the time-dependenttides induced
in the giant by the neutron star will be exponentially dampedby convective
eddy viscosity (Zahn 1966, 1977), on a timescale ~104 y, muchshorter than
the lifetime of the giant ~107-108y. If this werethe entire story, the orbital
eccentricities wouldbe predicted to be of order exp(-1000). As is clear from
Table 1 and Figure 3, the observed eccentricities are small, but measurably
nonzero, in the range 10-6-10-2. Perturbations by passing stars are inadequate
to induce such eccentricities (Phinney1992).
However,the fluctuation-dissipation theoremremindsus that the tidal dissipation cannot be the wholestory. The fluctuating density of the convectioncells
in the convective giant star produces time-dependentmomentsof quadrupole
and higher order. The neutron star in its orbit feels the noncentral forces producedby these fluctuating multipoles, and these randomlypumpthe eccentricity of the orbital motion. Dissipation of the time-dependenttide alwaystends
to dampthe eccentricity of the orbit. The resulting epicyclic motionis thus
like that of a pendulumin air, whichis continually bumpedby air molecules.
The pendulumis excited into Brownianmotion--but if the amplitude becomes
large, air drag slowsit down.In equilibrium, a pendulumin air has energythat
randomwalks on the drag timescale around a meanvalue of kT.
Phinney(1992) proves an analogous theoremfor the binary star system:
convectionis confinedto a single thin layer, a (statistical) equilibriumeccentricity is reached whenthe energy of the orbital epicyclic motionis equal to
the energy in a single convective eddy. The driving and dampingforces can be
summedover the convective layers of modelred giants as a function of time
during the masstransfer. The squaredeccentricity randomwalks about its equilibrium value until the end of masstransfer, whenthe giant envelopebegins
to shrink as it becomesradiative (see Section 10.1). At that point, the tidal
dampingtime rapidly increases, becominglonger than the evolution time, and
the current (random)value of the eccentricity is frozen into perpetuity (Phinney 1992) as the star becomesa white dwarf. The predictions of this theory
(Figure 3) are in goodagreementwith the measuredeccentricities of the orbits
of pulsars with white-dwarfcompanions--aremarkableresult, since the theory
has no adjustable parameters!It is curious that the orbit of PSRJ2145- 0750,
whichclearly must have undergonespiral-in during unstable masstransfer (see
Figure 2), lies in the predicted band along with all the other binaries. This
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100
1000
ORBITALPERIODPb (days)
Figure3 Orbitaleccentricity vs orbital periodfor the pulsarswhosecompanion
massesand
periodsare consistentwiththeir havingformed
by stablemasstransferfroma Roche-lobe
filling
redgiant(i.e. alongthe line of Figure2). Thesolid line is the median
eccentricitypredicted
the convective
fluctuation-dissipation
theoryof Phinney
(1992;see also text). Theinnerandouter
dashed
lines are predicted
to containrespectively
68%
and95%
of the final eccentricities.

suggests that the entire red giant envelope was not ejected during the commonenvelope phase, and the companion, of reduced mass, subsequently filled, or
nearly filled its Rochelobe for ~>105 y.

10.3

Puzzles in Mass Transfer

Aswehaveseen, conservative
Rochelobe transfermodelsof binaryevolution
are successfulat explainingthe periods,masses,eccentricities,and,to some
extentbirthrates(Section3.3) of LMBPs.
However,
somepuzzlesandissues
of self-consistency remain.
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The Eddington rate for accretion of a cosmic hydrogen/helium mixture onto a
1.4 Moneutron star is 1.9 x 10-8(0.2/E)Mo y-l, where e is the surface binding
energy given in column 7 of Table 3. Because large giant stars have nuclear
evolution times shorter than 108 y, mass transfer on their nuclear timescale can
lead to super-Eddington accretion rates. For standard conservative models of
transfer, this occurs (see e.g. Figure 8 of Verbunt 1993) in binaries with initial
orbital periods exceeding "-~ 10 d (hence final periods >~ 100 d). The evolution
of such systems is therefore unlikely to be conservative of mass. If matter is
ejected only from the regions of the accretion disk near the neutron star, tidal
torques (Priedhorsky & Verbunt 1988 and references therein) on the outer part
of the disk may still keep the evolution conservative of angular momentum.The
evolution will then have the same stability properties as conservative transfer
(see Table 4, case of a convective mass loser), and the evolution of the binary
will not be qualitatively affected. If, however, angular momentumwere lost
(e.g. by ablation of the giant star), the evolution wouldbe dramatically different,
leading to unstable transfer on a dynamical timescale. The existence of pulsars
with white dwarf companions near the predicted Mc-Pbrelation for Pb > 100 d,
and the rough agreement for long-period systems between the pulsar and the
X-ray binary birthrates (inferred assuming evolution on the nuclear timescale),
suggests that such angular momentumloss is not common. For pulsars with
initial orbital periods between 2 and 10 d (final periods between 20 and 100 d),
simple conservative models do not have any obvious physical contradictions,
and the final period is almost linearly proportional to the initial period.

Table 4 Stability

of mass loss in bin~y stars

CONVECTIVE
LOSER
Mloger ~) Mgainer

conservative
transfer
unstable

nonconservative
(of M,J) transfer
stable

partly noncons.
(conserveJ, not M)
unstable

Mloser ~ ~ Mgaiuer
stable

Mloser = Mgainer
unstable

RADIATIVE
LOSER

conservative
transfer

nonconservative
(of M,J) transfer

partly noncons.
(conserveJ, not M)

Mtoset>>Mgainer

delayeddynamically
unstable

stable

delayedweakly
unstable

Mloser (< Mgainer

stable

Mltlser
= 2 Mgaine
r
thermally unstable
Mloser
(( Mgaine
r

rMloser----- 1.3Mgaine
stable

stable

stable
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Adifferent problemexists for short-period systems(initial period "-0.7 d,
final periods 1 ~< Pb ,%<6 d for a 1 M
comes
o donor). For these, the companion
into contact with its Rochelobe just as it is evolvingoffthe mainsequence,while
it is still mostlyradiative. For such stars, massloss causesthe star to shrink
within its Roche lobe (see Table 4, and discussion in Hjellming & Webbink
1987). Thusthe mass transfer will cease unless there is an angular momentum
loss mechanism(e.g. magnetic braking) to shrink the orbit. The modelsthus
predict a bifurcation, whereinsystems with initial periods slightly less than
0.7 d spiral together to very short orbital periods, while systemswith initial
periods slightly greater spiral out to final periods ~>6d (Pylyser &Savonije
1988). For pulsars with initial periods between~0.7 d and 2 d, these models
(see also Cot6 &Pylyser 1989) predict a steep dependenceof the final period
(0.7 to 20 d) on the initial period. Intermediate final periods are therefore
expectedto be very rare, since they require a fine-tuning of the initial period.
The range of rare final periods can be reduced somewhatby increasing the
donor massinto the range wheremasstransfer is initially unstable (Pylyser
Savonije 1988). Examiningthe list of the pulsars in Table 1, we see that the
pulsars listed betweenPSRJ0437 - 4715 and PSR1831 - 00, inclusive, fall
within this difficult categoryof intermediateperiods. Furthermore,the birthrate
inferred from these pulsars’ discovery (Lorimer 1994; see also Section 3.3)
seemssubstantially larger than the birthrate of X-raybinaries inferred in these
models(Cot6 &Pylyser 1989), whichsuggests that we do not fully understand
the origin of these systems.
The difficulties with the birthrates of these short-period systems maybe
related to the evengreater difficulties with the birthrates of the "black widow"
pulsars (PSRs 1957+20to J0322+2057in Table 1). These have companions
zero or very low mass (<0.02 Mo), yet have clearly been spun up by accretion
from a companionnowdigested or destroyed. Despite initial enthusiasm(van
den Heuvel & van Paradijs 1988, Phinney et al 1988, Rudermanet al 1989)
followingthe discovery of the windfrom the companionof the eclipsing pulsar
PSR1957 + 20 (Fruchter et al 1988), it nowseems that on both theoretical
(Levinson &Eichler 1991) and observational grounds (Fruchter &Goss 1992)
that PSR1957
+ 20 is not significantly ablating its companion.If so, it makes
unlikely the otherwiseattractive modelof van den Heuvel&van Paradij s (1988),
in whicha low masscompanionhas its orbit shrunk by magneticbraking to the
"period gap," and is then ablated. The modelproposedby Phinneyet al (1988),
in which the nonconservative mass loss from a Roche-lobefilling companion
becomesunstable as its mass drops to the point that it becomesconvective
(see Table4), is perhapsstill viable, thoughit is doubtfulif the remnantof the
unstable mass transfer wouldbe as small as 0.02 Mo. The X-ray lifetimes in
these modelsmaybe long or short, dependingon the transport of the pulsar’s
heating (see Section 6.1.2).
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Anotherprocess is the recoil of a newlyformedneutron star into, or nearly
into, its main-sequencecompanion.This wouldresult respectively in the disruption, or severe bloating and loss of massof the companion.The formercould
result in single pulsars; planets mayform from the debris as in PSR1257+ 12
(Phinney &Hansen1993). The tidal heating of near-misses could result
systemslike PSRs1831- 00 and 1718- 19 [if the latter is, as seemslikely, not
in the globular cluster NGC6342; Wijers &Paczyfiski (1993) present cluster
models]. Better aimedneutron stars might sink into their companionsand form
a single pulsar via a Thorne-Zytkow
object (Leonardet al 1994). All versions
of disruptive recoil will certainly result in a very short-lived X-rayphase, and
thus avoiddifficulty withthe large birthrate of these types of pulsars relative to
the numberof X-ray sources (Section 3.3).

11.

PULSARS

AS PLASMA PROBES

The radio emission from several binary pulsars (PSRs1957 + 20, 1718 - 19,
1744 - 24Aand 1259 - 63) is delayed, pulse-smeared, and even eclipsed by
plasma emitted from their companionstars. Thompsonet al (1994) give
comprehensiveand critical analysis of mechanismsfor the pulse-smearingand
eclipses. Remarkably,it appears that because of its high brightness temperature, pulsar emission can actively modifythe plasma through which it passes
(as lasers do to hydrogenpellets in inertial-confinement fusion experiments),
and the eclipses of PSRI744- 24Aare most likely due to stimulated Raman
scattering (Thompson
et al 1994).
Pulsar radio wavespropagating through the interstellar mediumare more
passive. Fluctuations in the electron density on scales ,~109 cm, smaller than
the Fresnel scale (~.D/2~r)1/2~ 1011cm, contribute to the (observationally
ritating) diffractive scintillation of pulsars (reviewedby Rickett 1990, Narayan
1992), while fluctuations on larger scales (,-~1013 cm) are probedby the longterm intensity fluctuations associatedwith refractive scintillation. Densityfluctuations on still larger scales (,~10~3-10~5 cm) can be probedby timing millisecond pulsars at multiple frequencies, and measuringthe variations in the
pulsar’s dispersion measureas its motionchangesour line of sight to it. Such
precision measurements(Backer et al 1993b) complementlow-frequency measurements on ordinary pulsars (Phillips &Wolszczan1991, 1992), and tell
us about the spectrum of typical fluctuations on the same scales as the rare
"extreme scattering events" discovered by Fieldler et al (1987), and recently
seen in both flux and delay in the millisecond pulsar 1937+21(Cognardet al
1993). Differences in the dispersion measureof pulsars in globular clusters
probe fluctuations on still larger scales (’-~10~7 cm) (Anderson1992), and
cluster pulsars also tell us that the scale height of ionized gas in the Galaxyis
~0.6-0.8 kpc (Bhattacharya &Verbunt 1991, Nordgrenet al 1992).
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WHAT NEXT?

Thediscoveryof millisecondand binary pulsars has revitalized the pulsar field.
Weexpect that searches for millisecond pulsars will continue into the next
millennium. Undoubtedlythere will be somedelights (a nearby long-period
pulsar with a low-massmain sequence companion;a millisecond pulsar with
an infrared-luminousasteroid belt and nine planets; a pulsar interacting with a
magneticwhite dwarf companion;a millisecond pulsar in a triple star system;
a source that switches between an LMBP
and an LMXB;and perhaps even a
pulsar in a black hole binary) and surprises. The searches will improveour
knowledgeof the variety and demographyof millisecond pulsars and their
binary companions.Our present knowledgeof the luminosity function, crucial
to a quantitative understandingof the birthrate problemand estimation of the
pulsar population in clusters, is in a state of someconfusion. The Arecibo
data suggest that unlike ordinary pulsars, millisecond pulsars mayhave a high
minimumluminosity, ~10 mJy kpc2. However, the detection efficiency at
Arecibois surprisingly higher than that of the Parkes survey, inconsistent with
the previous conclusion.
As discussed in Section 5, the origin of the low magnetic field strengths
of millisecond pulsars is an outstanding mystery. The bimodalfield strength
distribution mightbe interpreted to meanthat LMBPs
are a newclass of neutron
stars, which are born as millisecond pulsars (Arons 1983, Pacini 1983), e.g.
born via the AICmechanism.However,the standard recycling modelis still
moreattractive. The high incidence of binarity, the Pb-Mcrelation (Section
10.1) and the Pb-e relation (Section 10.2) clearly indicate that millisecond
pulsars emergefrombinary systemsthat had substantial masstransfer after the
neutron star formed--consistent with the standard model, but inexplicable in
AICmodelsif accretion ceased after formation of the neutron star. In models
in which mass-accretion reduces the dipole field (Section 5.7), the observed
bimodaldistribution of magnetic field strengths wouldresult from the very
different histories of mass transfer of LMBPs
and HMBPs.
It will clearly be
important to identify physical mechanismsby which accretion could lead to
field reduction.
Accurate measurementof white dwarf masses, and the pulsar masses and
kinematics offer the best quantitative checks of the formation scenarios. The
present sample of LMBPs
has Vrms~ 75 kms -1, which suggests that LMBPs
suffered natal velocity kicks. It is importantto measurevelocities for as large a
sampleas possible and see if the predicted anti-correlation betweenPb and v is
seen (Bailes 1989, Johnston1992). Finally, detection of millisecond pulsations
(in radio or X rays) from LMXBs
wouldprovide direct evidence for the standard
recycling model, in whichmillisecond pulsars were spun up by accretion.
It is of someimportanceto see if the histogramof magneticfield strength
towards small B continues as the present (meager) data suggest. If so, there
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could be genuinely a large number of neutron stars with field strengths smaller
than the weakest field LMBP,B < 5 x 107 G. Such a hypothetical class would
worsen the birthrate problem. A better understanding of the death line of such
objects is needed as well as searches for sub-millisecond pulsars using coherent
dedispersion techniques. X-ray and )/-ray detections will give insights into
magnetospheric physics.
Finally, we predict that millisecond and binary pulsars will continue to perform serendipitous and exciting physics experiments. Just as commercial applications of the terrestrial
Global Positioning System (GPS) are expanding
exponentially, so applications of the pulsars’ equally precise Galactic Positioning System are likely to expand, beyond gravitational wave detection, globular
cluster dynamics, planetary dynamics, and convection in red giants. More systems in which the pulsar beams pass through companions and their winds will
doubtless be found, as will systems in which a pulsar’s wind had, and continues
to have effects on its companion and environment. Wehave learned to expect
unexpectedly exotic physics.
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